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This dog can swim circles around me
Posted on June 8, 2012
16
It’s been one of those weeks… so I hope you’ll understand that I didn’t have time to put
together your regularly scheduled Friday linkage. I’ll make it up to you. I promise.
Until then, enjoy this video. Considering summer weather is here, it seemed pretty
appropriate. I think it’s impossible to watch it and not smile!
What are you up to this weekend?

Posted in puppies, wag that tail | Tagged puppies, sporting group, wag that tail | 16 Replies

#K9Kamp: Hold on a doggone minute
Posted on June 7, 2012
16

Wow… we just finished the third K9 Kamp challenge. How did
that happen? I guess time does fly when you’re having fun.
This week’s challenge was called Just One Doggone Minute to Win It. This challenge
recognizes that sometimes life gets in the way of staying fit. However, we all have some
free minutes in there, so Kampers were encouraged to find a way to make those minutes

Posted in bella | Tagged bella, bloggy business, K9 Kamp, kol's notes, peggy's pet place,
puppies, sporting group | 16 Replies

A dog in a hot car’s just not right…
Posted on June 6, 2012
17
Today, we’re going with some vintage Bella from 2007 combined with a PSA from the
pup herself. (She totally wrote this song.)

Hot dog, summer in the city
Whether a Beagle, Yorkie, or a Pitty.
Why can’t I just nap like a kitty?
It isn’t getting any cooler in the city.
All around people being brain dead
Even though that car is hotter than a match head.
But it’s not hard to be a pearl,
Be smart about the world.
Come on, come on, and see the light
A dog in a hot car’s just not right.
And babe, don’t you know it’s a pity,
Some people just aren’t all that bright
In the summer, in the city
In the country, or the city.
Stay cool, no need for that pity
Just remember this little ditty.
Sure enough, you’ll be sitting pretty
Looking out for dogs in the country and the city.
I’m already filled with dread knowing that the usual hot car stories are just around the
corner… as usual, I’m sure the news cycle will bring out my Hulk-ian tendencies. (As in,
“Hulk smash idiots who leave their dogs in hot cars.” Hulk smash a lot.)

Posted in twisted tunes, wordless wednesday | Tagged bella, grrrr, in which I get serious
for a moment, puppies, tunes, twisted tunes, wordless wednesday | 17 Replies

Dangerous? Only if you’re afraid of puppy kisses.
Posted on June 4, 2012
25

6.

you should totally follow), and participate in FOHA adoption events. Guess I took
my own advice!
I’m actually attending a cool FOHA adoption event this weekend. It’s called Sit,
Sip & Stay, and it’s at Bluemont Vineyard in Bluemont, VA. Attendees can taste
wine while helping FOHA’s medical fund. Pretty neat, huh?

7.

I totally think that all rescues should steal this calling card idea. Thanks to Pamela
from Something Wagging This Way Comes for sharing this one with
me. (Warning: ear worm within. No, not that kind of ear worm. I think that link

should earn me some geek cred.)
8. Speaking of helping animals, here are thirty-five that could use your help.
You may remember when I shared a great post
9. The chance to help name an otter? On a website called You Otter Know?
from Oh, Corbin – “You call me a Pit Bull like it’s a bad thing.” Using that post as
Obviously, I’m in. I’m pulling for Sam Otterston.
inspiration, Corbin has organized a special event today – Blogville Pitty Post Day! The
10. I guess we all find our own ways to help. This little girl has taken it upon herself to
mission is simple – share a positive post about Pit Bulls.
help her dog learn a very important life skill.
It’s not a one-way street, however. Dogs help us too. Like this dog helping his baby friend
The timing couldn’t be better for me, actually. This weekend, I had the pleasure of spendinglearn to crawl.
a few hours with a fantastic Pit Bull in need of a home, and I’m delighted to introduce her
to you today. Continue reading →
I kind of want a series featuring the adventures of this dog and baby as they grow up
together. Rated TV-CAA (Cute, Awesome & Adorable).

Posted in adorable adoptables | Tagged adorable adoptables, bloggy business, breed
spotlight, FOHA, in which I get serious for a moment, puppies, rescues | 25 Replies

Give me your ears, and I’ll lend you a paw…
Posted on June 1, 2012
Posted in wag that tail | Tagged bloggy business, BtC4A, city dogs rescue, FOHA, movies,
10
punny, puppies, something wagging, vino, wag that tail | 10 Replies
As usual, it’s time for some Friday linkage. This week, the theme is helping out. Confused?
#K9Kamp: Having a ball… with rope
Stick with me…
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Your punny pet name: Corg Clooney. (You know, if George Clooney were a
Posted on May 31, 2012
Corgi.)
29
Check out this post from Oh, Corbin announcing Blogville Pitty Post Day on
Monday, June 4. We intend to participate – I hope you’ll join in!
Did you know that Be the Change for Animals (one of my personal blogging
inspirations) had a birthday earlier this week? Head on over and wish the team a
happy birthday! (There’s even a bit of personal news in there - I’ll be helping out as
a staff writer. I can’t wait to get started!)
Because I’m addicted to blogging, I’ve also agreed to help out with the blog for
City Dogs Rescue in DC. Here’s my first post!
Is it scattered that I’m helping with two different rescues? I think it’s kind of fun. I
It’s time for another K9 Kamp update. Today, we’re talking
also help with the Friends of Homeless Animals (FOHA) Twitter account (which

about the second challenge, which was named (drum roll, please)… Play with Your Balls.

(In case you’re not as amused as I am – which would make me question our friendship –

perhaps the fact that I received an email beginning with “How’d you all do playing with

your balls?” yesterday will do the trick. Best email ever.)

Anyway, as you know, Bella and I have been battling against various health issues during
this year’s K9 Kamp. (We’re still on the DL, but we’re on the mend.) This week, we also
had an additional challenge – the fact that Bella will not play with balls. I guess she doesn’t
get the joke.
Read on to find out how we did… Continue reading →

Posted in bella, bloggy business, K9 Kamp, kol's notes, peggy's pet place, puppies,
sporting group | 29 Replies

Caption this: Stairway to Bella
Posted on May 30, 2012
26

And she’s making a stairway to Bella.
When you get there you know, that the stairs will be closed.
With a treat you can get to the next floor.
Ooh, you must pay to use the stairway to Bella.

was looking at him (or her) funny.
Continue reading →

I seriously can’t help myself. The husband sent me this photo and it was just begging for a
Led Zeppelin parody, don’t you think?
Now, it’s your turn. How would you caption this Bella?

Posted in puppies | 32 Replies

Adorable adoptables in northern Virginia: Back in
black edition
Posted on May 27, 2012
Posted in bella, old school, puppies, tunes, twisted tunes, wordless wednesday | 26 Replies 4

I live in an Angry Birds game
Posted on May 28, 2012
32

We moved into this house in the winter of 2009. This marks the third spring we’ve spent
here. The past two years were fairly uneventful. However, here in 2012, things have taken
a puzzling turn. Before I get too far into it, I should warn you that this post is a long one. I
promise I’ll try to make it worth your while…
For some reason, the neighborhood birds have decided that my house is a problem that
needs to be pecked out of existence. It’s like living in a live-action version of Angry Birds.
The siege began in April, when this little bird decided that the shiny plate on our front door

Timber from FOHA
This week, I have a special edition of my Adorable Adoptables feature for you. In the
month of May, Friends of Homeless Animals (FOHA) in northern Virginia has been
running a “Back in Black” promotion to showcase black cats and dogs looking for a home.
The promotion is part of the Best Friends Animal Society’s Back in Black 2 national
adoption event.

Oreo from FOHA
We’ve talked about black pets on the blog before as part of Adopt a Less Adoptable Pet
Week. My motto is “appreciate, don’t discriminate” – it’s crazy that black pets have a
tougher time getting adopted, considering how awesome they are. I mean, how could
anyone find the sweet faces accompanying this post anything less than fantastic?

are lots of cute pets up for adoption, including the ones featured in this post – Timber,
Oreo, and Gulliver. Finally, don’t forget to spread the word about these sometimes
overlooked (and amazingly awesome) adoptables!

Posted in adorable adoptables | Tagged adorable adoptables, FOHA, in which I get serious
for a moment, meow mix, puppies, rescues | 4 Replies

Cat’s all, folks…
Posted on May 25, 2012
14
Before we get into today’s links, I have some fun news to share. I recently learned that this
blog was nominated for eCollegeFinder’s Top Pet Blogs Award. The winners were
announced this week, and we made the list of the Top 107 Pet Blogs! (I don’t know why
it’s 107, but I kind of dig it.) Pretty cool, huh? Even cooler, some of our blogging friends
made the list too. Check out the winners here.
Now, to the linkage. Last week, I featured some otters. This week, I’m feline like featuring
some cats. (I blame this list of strange cat facts I encountered a few days ago.) Let’s get to
it…
1.
2.
3.

Your punny pet name for this week: Terrence Meoward.
Cheetah cub overload! You’re welcome.
I have a feeling that Kristine from Rescued Insanity will like this next one. A cat
trained to hug… could the video be any cuter? (On a related note, Kristine is
working on an awesome project to show the world just how awesome cats can be.
Swing by to find out more and submit your own story!)
4. The cats in this video give a new meaning to the term copycat.
5. By no means am I endorsing this brand (I’m no expert on cat food) – that being
said, I have to admit that this ad made me laugh. For Pete’s sake, it has Chris
Parnell in it. I’m not immune to the charms of Dr. Spaceman.
Finally, I give you this week’s video. I need to hire this guy to do the music for my punny
production company. (I’ve got tons of characters, after all.) Wonder if he could do the same
thing with plush dogs?
I know… it’s a weird video, but it just felt right. I’m a weird gal.

What are you up to this weekend? Don’t forget to check out Peggy’s Pet Place and Kol’s
Notes for this week’s K9 Kamp challenge. Also, you have until Tuesday to enter
the two Happy Tails Spa giveaways I announced last week, so why not do it this weekend?
So, check out some campaign info from FOHA. Then swing by the FOHA Twitter account
and Facebook page, where they’ve been sharing black pets all month! There’s even a
special Black Cat Ball section on the FOHA website. It’s a pretty great campaign, and there
Gulliver from FOHA

Puppy Express
Posted in twisted tunes, wag that tail | Tagged bloggy business, K9 Kamp, kol's notes,
meow mix, non-puppy content, peggy's pet place, punny, puppies, rescued insanity, tv,
twisted tunes, wag that tail, wild side | 14 Replies
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Diogenes Montesa Baena
Mins
Canada
As a bio-medical photographer, photography is my job. It is also my hobby, my excuse to 3
1
go for a walk, a means for getting to know people and places, and a sort of medication,
therapy for the soul. I am a generalist, applying the basics of photographic technique and Secs
Shop Departments
•
composition to different disciplines: architecture, socio-documentary, events, and
Create
•
landscapes. The one area I do love to do, and I thrive on the pressure and excitement of it
Gift Center
•
all, is wedding photography!! Please have a look at how I shoot weddings, and if you like
Father's Day
•
my style and approach, shoot me an email: elementalview@gmail.com If you like my style
and approach, I am also available for your photo projects!
View my complete profile
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Value Poster Paper (Matte)
For low-cost, long-lived posters, select Zazzle’s Value Poster Paper. This very white paper
creates vibrant art and photo reproductions.
Read more...

waiting for godog print
4.4 (1413 reviews)
Size: (which size should I choose?)
Custom (25.77" x 21.16")
Paper Type:
Value Poster Paper (Matte)
In stock!
As low as $12.35 on a 6" x 4"
Wishlist
$30.90
per poster

Add an Essential Accessory!

GreenDining
Corner
Kid's
Blue
Stairs
Orange
Den
Office
Concrete
Room
Room
Wall
Room
Wall
Room
Front

Add a custom frame
Starting at $96.65
Custom frames are hand-made by our pro framers. Featured in wood and metal styles,
custom frames are a perfect complement to your art.

Customize it!
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships tomorrow!

Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like

lazy day print

butterfly dream poster
temptation posters

elephant fantasy 2 poster
suspicions print

Other products by zhenlian

bubble dream post cards

bamboo gossips posters

arrogant cat stationery paper
cat poet business card

Reviews for "waiting for godog print"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog print", but here's what others are
saying about the product:
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!
butterfly dream postcards

Reviews from customers who purchased: Posters
(see more product reviews)
4.4 (1413 reviews)

5 star:
(1047)
4 star:
(159)
3 star:
(59)
2 star:

90% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Myself
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

(56)
1 star:

View product
Product Quality: Poor
Print Quality: Fair
Recommended: No
Recommended for: grandson
Shipped on time: Yes

(92)

poster

thought i was buying a poster
by Gemstone (See all my reviews)
3/20/2012
About the product:
Quality is good but the price is steep, especially once you add the shipping to it. I was not
by tom (See all my reviews)
as pleased as I thought I would be. And it would be more helpful for the site to give better
3/16/2012
examples for sizing expectations as well, we were a bit surprised at the small-ness of our
About the product:
final order when received.
i dont know wether i picked the wrong thing or site wasnt clear,i wanted a poster for my 3 About the print:
yearold grandson who loves sportbike stunts.I am very diappointed. So I spent over $20.00It was satisfactory.
for a 6in.x 5in. photo.wont buy again or reconmend this company again.
About the print:
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
print quailty was fine,but again I thought I was getting a poster for the money I was payin. (Report review violation)
Product reviewed:
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Create your own
Product Quality: Fair
Print Quality: Good
Recommended: No
Recommended for: ads
Shipped on time: Yes

Wonderful print quality

by Alex (See all my reviews)
Arlington, VA, United States
6/6/2012
About the product:
This is my own photo so when I purchased this print I was really concerned at how true the
Heartwarming!
print would be to my original image. Since I'm selling these prints to you but have NO
input on the printing process myself I was very concerned about the quality of Zazzle's
work.
About the print:
I chose to print this on the archival matte paper. I'm VERY impressed with both the quality
by Shammy's Mom (See all my reviews)
of the paper as well as the quality of the print that zazzle has made. I printed several pictures
3/13/2012
on several formats and while I love the quality of each print I have to say that the premium
About the product:
canvas option is the most impressive. The Premium Canvas option is however incorrectly
What a wonderful Murillo work, just a joy to behold! The Holy Family, at play/in repose,
labeled as "matte". It actually has a gloss finish and it looks amazing! I usually shy away
is jiust heartwarming. The quality of the print/poster is exceptional!
from gloss but in this case it works perfectly!
About the print:
The colors are lovely, and the customized sizing came out perfectly.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Product reviewed:

View product
Product Quality:
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Holy Feastday gift
Shipped on time: Yes

Create your own
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Myself
Shipped on time: Yes

,

pets
,

Amazing

animals
,

fantasy
by gwen r - ohio (See all my reviews)
5/21/2012
About the product:
I had taken this picture of my son and the lead singer from his favorite band who we went
to see. He wanted the picture blown up to put in his room, so while I was shopping on
Zazzle I say I could make posters and I did. He loves it, it is prominently displayed in his
bedroom and he can relive the memory every day of meeting Jayy. The quality was
fabulous, it took a minimal amount of time to get it delivered to me.
About the print:
The picture quality was great, no blurring of any sort.

,
imaginative
, posters
Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Create your own
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: concert memory
Shipped on time: Yes
(see more product reviews)

Tags
Posters:

dogs

Recently Created Products: Reinforced concrete meshes baby bodysuit, Reinforced
concrete meshes tee shirts, Reinforced concrete meshes pinback button

Comment Wall
(Add a comment )
No comments yet.

Product Details
Product id: 228411729066213416
Made on 6/6/2009 7:37 PM

100% Satisfaction
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absolutely love it,
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Safe Shopping
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Product Design

horizontal

vertical

3/4

Customize it!
No minimum orders • No setup fees • The most options!
Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

7 3/4"
Whether you’re doing grinds on the half-pipe or kickflips in the street, this competition
shaped board has supreme pop! Our decks are made of the best quality hard-rock maple
and with our one-of-a-kind printing process; you get the best skateboard available in the
world.
Read more...

waiting for godog skate decks
4.3 (12 reviews)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

skateboard.
Wishlist
$107.90
per skateboard

Choose your deck type
Deck type:
7 7/8"
Comp

7 3/4"
Comp
8 1/8"
Comp

Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like

8 1/2"
Comp
7 1/4"
Mini
7 3/8"
Mini
7 1/8"
Old School
8 1/2"
Old School

pretty cat skateboard deck

Complete your board: (more info)
Trucks & Wheels
+$109.95
Order a complete board! Comes fully assembled with independent Trucks, Ricta Naturals
wheels, Bullet bearings, grip tape, and mounting hardware. You can start riding it right
out of the box!
suprised cat skate deck

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas

my new look skateboard decks

snobbish cat skate boards
cat poet business card

arrogant cat skate deck
butterfly dream postcards

Other products by zhenlian

bubble dream post cards

bamboo gossips posters

AWESOME SKATEBOARD!
arrogant cat stationery paper

by Bri (See all my reviews)
4/9/2012
Reviews for "waiting for godog skate decks"
About the product:
I was so scared that this product wasn't going to come out. The picture that I uploaded
wasn't the best quality. When I got it in the mail I was completely AMAZED at how clear it
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog skate decks", but here's what others was. So perfect! Very durable!
are saying about the product:
About the print:
Clear, not pixelated what so ever.
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Reviews from customers who purchased: 7¾"

(see more product reviews)
4.3 (12 reviews)
5 star:
(8)
4 star:
(2)
3 star:
(0)
2 star:
(1)
1 star:

91% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Christmas
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

Create your own
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Birthdays
Shipped on time: Yes

In a Magazine

by Floor_13 (See all my reviews)
12/1/2011
About the product:
Gave this to a friend who loved it & hung it in his living room. Later his NYC Loft was
feature in a magazine.
About the print:
amazing

by Justo (See all my reviews)
1/29/2012
About the product:
Very Nice And The Size Was Perfect As I Wanted It
About the print:
The Printing Was Not Good You Could See Some Squares In The Graphic And The It Felt
Off
2 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

1 person found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Create your own
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Fair
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Skateboarding
Shipped on time: Yes

View product
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Birthdays
Shipped on time: Yes

Skateboard

Wisdom Owl Deck is a great gift...

by Jonaya (See all my reviews)
12/9/2011
About the product:
Bought this deck for a good friend for her birthday. She loves it! She's excited to pick out
her own trucks, wheels, and bearings! Looking forward to seeing her ride the Wisdom Owl
around town!
About the print:
Printing was great. The guys at the skate shop I bought grip tape from said the graphic was

awesome. It's not screen printed. It's basically a graphic skin. Wasn't necessarily sure I
knew that before I bought the board but I was still satisfied with the quality.
1 person found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

View product
Product Quality: Good
Print Quality: Average
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Birthdays
Shipped on time: Yes

View product
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Christmas
Shipped on time: Yes
(see more product reviews)

Tags
Skateboards:

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
Best Christmas Gift
,

fantasy
by tina daily (See all my reviews)
portage, indiana, United States
12/30/2011
About the product:
iwaited till i gave my grandson this board for christmas to form an opion but according to
him it is a excellent board Thanks for making me the cool grandma
About the print:
It is a wonderful work of art and looked great out of the box
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

,
imaginative
, skateboards
Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Russia Belt Buckles, Old cover book wedding invitations,

Charlamain Vintage Damask Wedding Invitation

Comment Wall
(Add a comment )
No comments yet.

Product Details
Product id: 186486620216389747
Made on 6/6/2009 7:20 PM
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absolutely love it,
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Safe Shopping
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Product Design

Customize it!
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships tomorrow!
Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Bumper Sticker
Make your car a reflection of you! Get your point across with this quality bumper sticker
that will outlast heavy rain, intense sunlight, and the most severe of traffic jams.
•
•

11" x 3" – Large enough for any message.
Made from durable vinyl with a strong adhesive back.

•
Printed with water-resistant ink that won’t fade or run.
•
No minimum order.
Read more...

waiting for godog bumper sticker
4.6 (398 reviews)
In stock!
Quantity:

my new look bumper stickers

1

bumper sticker.
Only $4.97 in bulk!
suprised cat bumper stickers
Wishlist
$7.10
per bumper sticker

Other products you might like
cat poet bumper stickers

Other products by zhenlian
pretty cat bumper stickers

snobbish cat bumper sticker

arrogant cat bumper sticker

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like

Pets for Vets bumper sticker NEW
Rescue homeless pets bumper sticker

I love my Rescue DogBumper Sticker
All My Kids-Children Have Paws Bumper Sticker

Other products by zhenlian

Please Don't Shop; ADOPT! Bumper Stickers

moon night posters

penquin fairyland apron

beautiful cat post cards

exotic food postcards

sleeping kitten postcard

Reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker", but here's what
others are saying about the product:
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!

Reviews from customers who purchased: Bumper
Sticker
(see more product reviews)
4.6 (398 reviews)

5 star:
(314)
4 star:
(51)
3 star:
(17)
2 star:

94% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Myself
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

(7)
1 star:

Create your own
Product Quality: Good
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: No
Recommended for: Myself
Shipped on time: Yes

(9)

I love these - perfect

quality of bumper sticker
by Bettina (See all my reviews)
2/9/2012
About the product:
everything about these are great. I'm going to order more
About the print:
great

by Steve (See all my reviews)
2/12/2012
About the product:
the print quality in general was good, but being black, the edges were white, i.e. the back of 2 people found this review helpful.
the sticker is white, so the edges were white. Apart from the small concern the overall
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
bumper sticker it was good condition.
(Report review violation)
About the print:
Product reviewed:
the printing turned out perfectly
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:
View product
Product Quality: Excellent

Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Shipped on time: Yes

"you like this "thumbs up bumper sticker

by nic johnson (See all my reviews)
3/4/2012
About the product:
what i got of it was fine...............
About the print:
well lets say awfull, but it was EXACTLY as shown here "you like
t !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! great unless i actually wanted it to have the COMPLEATE
messege!!!!!!!!!! it was supposed to say "you like this" w a thumbs up symbol......

Personal stickers

by Kyle Crosby (See all my reviews)
Crescent City, CA, United States
2/27/2012
About the product:
We are very pleased with being able to design our own stuff through this page and we get
great quality merchandise in return .
About the print:
The photo and printing turns out very crystal clear and shows great . Very pleased with the
final product .
1 person found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Create your own
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Followers of our paranomal website
Shipped on time: Yes

View product
Product Quality:
Recommended: No
Shipped on time: Yes

Perfect Clinical Instructor Gift!

Tags
Bumper Stickers:
by DreamInPurple (See all my reviews)
5/17/2012
About the product:
This was the perfect gift for our clinical instructor this semester. She loved it! It was just
the gift we were looking for to fit her personality.
About the print:
Colors? Was that an option? I just thought they were basic white with black printing. She
has a red car, so this worked well for us.

dogs

Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No

,

(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

,

pets
,

animals
fantasy
,
imaginative
, bumper stickers

View product
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Shipped on time: Yes
(see more product reviews)

Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: BAR HARBOR MAINE CHERRYSTNE CLAMS CAN
HATS, Luck carp! It is to obtain the gi come! < It is to, Vegetarian Dream Organizers

Bumper Sticker Volume Discounts
Comment Wall

Quantity
Discount
2 - 11 bumper stickers
5% off
(Add a comment )
12 - 49 bumper stickers 10% off
No comments yet.
50 - 99 bumper stickers 15% off
100 - 249 bumper stickers 22% off
250+ bumper stickers
30% off
You don't have to buy multiples of the same bumper sticker to receive a quantity discount. Product Details
You'll receive a quantity discount on any order of 2 or more bumper stickers!
Product id: 128660018287893694
Made on 6/6/2009 7:32 PM
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More from ~AckBo
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“ SLIP AWAY

"SLIP AWAY""

“ NOSFERATU -Ode To The Vampire

"NOSFERATU"-Ode To

The Vampire
LATE AT NIGHT
SHE LIES BESIDE ME
IT'S ALRIGHT
YOU SEE
WE SLIP AWAY
CLOSE MY EYES
SHE'S IN MY ARMS
YOU SEE
IT'S FANTASY
WE SLIP AWAY
SEE YOU
IN MY DREAMS
WE SLIP AWAY

SUNSET-SUNRISE-TWELVE HOURS TO TERRORIZE
BONE DRY-ALL DAY-GOT TO SLAKE THAT THIRST AWAY
SHE PASSES A GRAVEYARD AND STOPS FOR A CHAT
AND CHANGES HER LIFE FORM TO THAT OF A BAT
SHE HUNTS IN THE NIGHT AND SHE SLEEPS IN THE DAY
AND ONLY A CRUCIFIX KEEPS HER AWAY
NO FUSS-NO PAIN-SHE'S ONLY LOOKING FOR A JUICY VEIN
DON'T FIGHT-UNWISE-SHE'S GOT THE STRENGTH OF A DOZEN GUYS
THE YOUNGER THE BETTER THE BIGGER THE BEST
SHE'LL GET TO THEM FIRST AND THEN SHE'LL GET TO THE REST
SHE SLEEPS IN A CASKET SURROUNDED BY EARTH
THAT WAS TAKEN AWAY FROM THE PLACE OF HER BIRTH
LONG DEATH-LONG PAST-NO REFLECTION IN THE L”

SEE ME
IN YOUR DREAMS
WE SLIP AWAY”

ISO Speed:122
Date Taken:May 5, 2008, 10:25:33 AM
Shop For This Camera
[x]

View Gallery · View Prints

Featured in Groups:
Not currently featured in any groups.

Details
Submitted: May 15, 2008
Image Size: 1.0 MB
Resolution: 3056×2292
Thumb
:thumb85727373:

Statistics
Comments: 12
Favourites: 2 [who?]
Views: 98 (0 today)
Downloads: 2 (0 today)

Camera Data
Make:EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Model:KODAK EASYSHARE M753 ZOOM DIGITAL CAMERA
Shutter Speed:1/128 second
Aperture:F/2.8
Focal Length:6 mm

WAITING FOR GODOGby ~AckBo
Photography / Animals, Plants & Nature / Domesticated Animals ©2008-2012 ~AckBo
BRADY WAITING.....

~AckBo May 16, 2008

Add a Comment:

-DUCK AND COVER !!!
Reply

~ICantWait4u2FuckMeUp May 19, 2008 Hobbyist General Artist
<3
-Howdy neighbor, take a shot for flavor. Let's debate whether or not we should punch the
waiter.
Reply
*orphicfiddler May 17, 2008
Hehe... I like the Godot/Godog pun... And the picture too, of course.
Reply

~PickledWeasel May 15, 2008 Hobbyist General Artist
EEE!
he's SO CUTE!!!!!! i just want to cuddle him!
-I'm a Mover and a Shaker
Speaker and a Listener
Thinker and a Ponderer
Artist and Apprentice
but nonetheless
i am ever-changing
yet i keep standing still.
Reply

~AckBo May 17, 2008
So far you're the only one who got it....You're soooo clever!!!
-DUCK AND COVER !!!
Reply

*bibbles May 15, 2008

awwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww such a cute puppy
-#Light-out-of-Shadow Giving people with Mental Illness an avenue for expression

Reply

~brittoni May 15, 2008
awee!!! thats a purdy doggy...can i have him??? :begging:
-~ screaming is my fave pass time~
brittoni.deviantart.com the way to heaven
click here
Reply

~PickledWeasel May 15, 2008 Hobbyist General Artist
you should ask AckBo, then
though i doubt he would let you have him...
-I'm a Mover and a Shaker
Speaker and a Listener

Thinker and a Ponderer
Artist and Apprentice
but nonetheless
i am ever-changing
yet i keep standing still.
Reply

~AckBo May 15, 2008
And he would love for you to cuddle him...
He is truly a Chick-Magnet!!!!!
-DUCK AND COVER !!!
Reply

~PickledWeasel May 15, 2008 Hobbyist General Artist
so is my doggy. EVERYBODY loves him.
-I'm a Mover and a Shaker
Speaker and a Listener
Thinker and a Ponderer
Artist and Apprentice
but nonetheless
i am ever-changing
yet i keep standing still.
Reply
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•
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My worst
nightmare
contest

#ShareART
Jun 11, 2012
182 comments
A while ago I
asked you what
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The modern dog spends a significant portion of his or her life waiting. Much of a dog’s
waiting time happens away from human eyes, alone in houses or apartments, waiting,
patiently or not, for owners to return from wherever it is that owners go.

Item Listed on: Art > Oil
Art > Original Illustrations > Other

But in New York City, where so much of life takes place on the street, dogs also wait in
public.
Lucky dogs wait together.
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If you are not too long, I will wait here for you all my life.
– Oscar Wilde, The Importance of Being Earnest (Act Three)

Open
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But most dogs wait alone.

How many little losses a dog endures each day, never knowing if a separation will be long
or short.

It’s not easy to wait. Waiting is, by definition, uncertain.

Are dogs on to something here?
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And so reunion, never taken for granted, is always sweet and fresh, no matter how many
times a day it happens.
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January 16, 2012 at 8:53 pm loved this, Melis. I took photos of waiting dogs in Paris a
few years ago. Perhaps a comparative study could be made… are French dogs more
patient? I doubt it. Actually, they don’t have to wait as much because they get to
GO INSIDE AND SIT ON THE TABLES!
beautiful post.
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Like this:
Like
2 bloggers like this post.
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January 11, 2012 at 9:57 pm Gee wilikers, this piece tugged at my heart strings. I work
out of my home office, so the dogs have me around most of the time, except in my
busy season where I’m gone some days and working in the office on others.
They howl incessantly when my wife and I return. I find that both sad and happy!
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Barbara Says:

7.

The versatility of blogging | The Eco and the Id Says:

8.

January 7, 2012 at 2:20 am [...] the Dog. Melissa captures something special in every
post she publishes. Her most recent post, The Waiting Dogs of NYC, just about
broke my [...]
Reply

Tags: city dogs, dogs tied outside restaurants, dogs wait for owners, dogs waiting on street, images of
dogs on street, images of waiting dogs, nyc dogs, urban dogs, waiting dogs
You can comment below, or link to this permanent URL from your own site.

Louise Steinman Says:

WildBill Says:

Always enjoy your posts Melissa – but this one was
especially touching. As a dog lover (like you) I have always found it difficult to
have only one dog – for the very reason you mention – they hang around waiting all
the time, sleeping, wondering, dreaming… so I have had, with a couple of
exceptions when one passed away and it was too soon to get another – at least two
dogs for the latter part of my life.
Your photographs are moving. Each one tells a story as they look at you, or away,
or at the restaurant, the store, the street – wherever the dog’s “person” has gone….
very special. Thanks
Reply

This entry was posted on January 5, 2012 at 3:42 pm and is filed under 2012, In the City. You can
subscribe via RSS 2.0 feed to this post's comments.

1.

Yes, the French have a very different attitude to
dogs and dining hygiene!
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12 Comments on “The Waiting Dogs of NYC”

Out Walking the Dog Says:

January 8, 2012 at 9:48 am
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10.

▪

Seems like this post percolated for a long time, like waiting,
to become as rich as it is. Love those dogs.
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Charlotte Says:

CGJ Says:

Out Walking the Dog Says:
January 26, 2012 at 8:19 am

Excellent idea, Louise. Basset it is.
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January 6, 2012 at 12:23 am

As Inigo Montoya said in The Princess Bride… “I hate

waiting.”
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John Says:

Name (required)

January 5, 2012 at 4:48 pm

thank you! i love your blog – read it every time :)..

Website

Reply
Notify me of follow-up comments via email.
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Mr. Mantooth Says:

Notify me of new posts via email.

Only you (and maybe Shakespeare in his fifth acts) would
end with sweet and fresh reunion. Maybe would should get a couple of dogs
together to do a street corner canine Waiting For Godot (or Godog.) Lovely, perfect Blog at WordPress.com. Theme: Sapphire by Michael Martine.
post.
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Follow
January 5, 2012 at 4:00 pm

Follow “Out walking the dog”
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Out Walking the Dog Says:
Awww. I’d love to stage a canine Waiting for
Godog. Great idea. I’ll have to start thinking about casting. Hmmm.
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▪
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Louise Steinman Says:
January 16, 2012 at 8:54 pm would Vladimir be a basset hound?
Casting is very tricky here…
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It's as easy as 123!
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Cart

Image Search:
keywords...

Browse Shop Search Join Community Art Feed Members Area

Shop with Confidence!

All payment information is safe, secure and 128-bit encrypted for your total shopping
protection.
We accept Visa, Master Card, American Express, Discover Card, PayPal and eCheck.
We offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee with all our products!

Home » Browse » Lian Zhen » Image Detail » Purchase Options
Lian Zhen: Waiting for godog?

Enjoy beautiful artwork in your home or office! The image you are
viewing can be printed in various print sizes and dozens of
personalized products and shipped out to you in a few days.
Review the purchase options below and simply click on the 'Add to
Cart' link next to any product to get started.
'waiting for godog' is a poem or a play that I read when I was
young I have always been impressed by it. (Item# 180508)

Back to Image
Detail

$150
0.00

NOTE: National shipping/handling is included in the price of this artwork.
International shipping costs may be additional, contact the artist for International pricing.
Photographic Prints
Print Size (Inches)
3.5 X 5 Preview
4 x 5 Preview

Price
Available in
Gloss, Matte or
Lustre Print
Finish

$1.95
$2.95

4 x 6 Preview

$3.95

5 x 5 Preview

$4.95

5 x 7 Preview

$6.95

8 x 8 Preview

$9.95

8 x 10 Preview

$12.95

8 x 12 Preview

$13.95

8.5 x 11 Preview

$14.95

9 x 12 Preview

$15.95

10 x 10 Preview

$15.95

10 x 12 Preview

$15.95
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Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
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Add to
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Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart

10 X 15 Preview

$16.95

11 x 14 Preview

$16.95

16 x 20 Preview

$39.95

16 x 24 Preview

$41.95

18 x 24 Preview

$43.95

20 X 20 Preview

$45.95

20 x 24 Preview

$47.95

20 x 30 Preview

$49.95

24 x 36 Preview

$59.95

Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
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Cart

Personalized Products
Button - Large

4" Details

$5.95

Button - Standard

3" Details

$4.95

Coasters - Set of 4 - Single 4.25" x 4.25"
Image
Details
Deck of Playing Cards
2.5" x 3.5"
Details
4.25" x4.25"
Desk Organizer Mahogany
Details
Keepsake Box
5.5" x 5.5" x 2"
Details
Key Tag
1.75" x 2.25"
Details
Magnet - Large
3.4" x 4.9"
Details
Magnet - Standard
2.4" x 3.4"
Details
Mouse Pad
7.75" x 9.25"
Details

$18.95
$24.95
$25.95
$49.95
$6.95
$6.95
$5.95
$9.95
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Cart
Add to
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Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
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Mug - Large White

15 oz Details

$11.95

Mug - Standard Black

11 oz Details

$11.95

Mug - Standard White

11 oz Details

$10.95

Puzzle - 252 Pieces

10" x 14"
Details
0.8" x 0.8"
Details
.8" x .8" Details

$18.95

Square Charm with 16"
Necklace
Square Charm with 7-8"
Bracelet
.8" x .8" Details
Square Charm with
Keychain
Tile - Single 6"x6" Ceramic 6" x 6" Details
Tote Bag

5" x 6.5"
Details
Water Bottle - White - 20oz 5" x 7" Details

$35.95
$35.95
$35.95
$12.95
$28.95
$19.95
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Add to
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T-Shirts / Clothing

Custom Phone Cases - NEW!
BlackBerry Bold 9700 case Barely There

$29.95

BlackBerry Curve
8520/9300/3G case
iPhone 3G/3GS Case

Barely There

$29.95

Barely There

$29.95

iPhone 3G/3GS Case
(Tough)
iPhone 4/4S Case

Tough

$29.95

Barely There

$29.95

iPhone 4/4S Case (Tough) Tough
iPod Touch 4G Case

$29.95

Barely There

$29.95

Samsung Galaxy S Vibrant Barely There
Case
Verizon iPhone 4 Case
Barely There

$29.95
$29.95
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Apron

7.5" x 9.5"
Details

$19.95

T-Shirt - Adult L

L Details

$15.95

T-Shirt - Adult M

M Details

$15.95

T-Shirt - Adult S

S Details

$15.95

T-Shirt - Adult XL

XL Details

$15.95

T-Shirt - Adult XXL

XXL Details

$16.95

T-Shirt - Youth L

L Details

$14.95

T-Shirt - Youth M

M Details

$14.95

T-Shirt - Youth S

S Details

$14.95

T-Shirt - Youth XL

XL Details

$14.95
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Add to
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Greeting Cards, Postcards & Stickers

More Details

3.5x5 Folded Cards - Qty:
12
3.5x5 Folded Cards - Qty:
24

3.5" x 5"
Details
3.5" x 5"
Details

4 x 6 Postcard - Glossy

4" x 6" Details

$3.95

4 x 6 Postcard - Matte

4" x 6" Details

$3.95

5x7 Folded Card

5" x 7" Details

$3.95

5x7 Folded Cards - Qty: 10 5" x 7" Details

$19.95

5x7 Folded Cards - Qty:
100

$13.95
$24.95

5" x 7" Details

$119.95

5x7 Folded Cards - Qty: 25 5" x 7" Details

$44.95

Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart

Sticker Sheet (20 Rectangle
Stickers)
Sticker Sheet (24 Square
Stickers)

2.25" x 1.5"
Details
1.75" x 1.75"
Details

$4.95
$4.95

Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart

Special Prints/Posters
11" x 14"
Preview
12" x 18"
12 x 18 - Rolled Poster
Preview
16" x 16"
16 x 16 - Rolled Poster
Preview
16" x 20"
16 x 20 - Rolled Poster
Preview
20" x 30"
20 x 30 - Rolled Poster
Preview
24" x 24"
24 x 24 - Rolled Poster
Preview
24" x 36"
24 x 36 - Rolled Poster
Preview
30" x 30"
30 x 30 - Rolled Poster
Preview
30" x 40"
30 x 40 - Rolled Poster
Preview
30" x 45"
30 x 45 - Rolled Poster
Preview
36" x 36"
36 x 36 - Rolled Poster
Preview
5 x 7 Chromalux Print with 5" x 7"
Preview
Easel
8 x 10 Chromalux Print and 8" x 10"
Preview
Easel

11 x 14 - Rolled Poster

$10.95
$14.95
$19.95
$23.95
$37.95
$37.95
$59.95
$59.95
$89.95
$89.95
$89.95
$19.95
$39.95
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Canvas Prints
10 x 10 - Mounted Canvas 10 x 10 Details

$39.95

10 x 10 - Rolled Canvas

10 x 10 Details

$19.95

10 x 15 - Mounted Canvas 10 x 15 Details

$44.95

Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart
Add to
Cart

10 x 15 - Rolled Canvas

10 x 15 Details

$25.95

11 x 14 - Mounted Canvas 11 x 14 Details

$49.95

11 x 14 - Rolled Canvas

11 x 14 Details

$24.95

12 x 12 - Mounted Canvas 12 x 12 Details

$49.95

12 x 12 - Rolled Canvas

12 x 12 Details

$29.95

12 x 18 - Mounted Canvas 12 x 18 Details

$65.95

12 x 18 - Rolled Canvas

12 x 18 Details

$29.95

16 x 16 - Rolled Canvas

11 x 14 Details

$39.95

16 x 20 - Mounted Canvas 16 x 20 Details

$65.95

16 x 20 - Rolled Canvas

16 x 20 Details

$39.95

16 x 24 - Mounted Canvas 16 x 24 Details

$69.95

16 x 24 - Rolled Canvas

16 x 24 Details

$49.95

20 x 20 - Mounted Canvas 20 x 20 Details

$79.95

20 x 20 - Rolled Canvas

20 x 20 Details

$49.95

20 x 30 - Mounted Canvas 20 x 30 Details

$99.95

20 x 30 - Rolled Canvas

20 x 30 Details

$59.95

24 x 24 - Mounted Canvas 24 x 24 Details

$89.95

24 x 24 - Rolled Canvas

$59.95

24 x 24 Details

24 x 36 - Mounted Canvas 24 x 36 Details $129.95
24 x 36 - Rolled Canvas

24 x 36 Details

$79.95
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30 x 30 - Rolled Canvas

30 x 30 Details

$89.95

30 x 40 - Mounted Canvas 30 x 40 Details $249.95
30 x 40 - Rolled Canvas

30 x 40 Details $119.95

30 x 45 - Rolled Canvas

30 x 45 Details $109.95

36 x 36 - Mounted Canvas 36 x 36 Details $199.95
36 x 36 - Rolled Canvas

36 x 36 Details

$99.95

8 x 10 - Mounted Canvas

8 x 10 Details

$39.95

8 x 10 - Rolled Canvas

8 x 10 Details

$19.95

8 x 12 - Mounted Canvas

8 x 12 Details

$39.95

8 x 12 - Rolled Canvas

8 x 12 Details

$19.95

Add to
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What are galleries?
Galleries are a way to curate up to 18 public photos or videos of your fellow members into
one place; collections of whatever you find interesting, fascinating, or mind-blowing on
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Product Design

•
•

Printed with water-resistant ink that won’t fade or run.
No minimum order.

waiting for godog bumper sticker
5.0 (2 reviews)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

bumper sticker.
Only $6.30 in bulk!
Wishlist
$9.00
per bumper sticker

Other products you might like

pretty cat bumper stickers

Customize it!
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships today!

Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

snobbish cat bumper sticker

Bumper Sticker
Make your car a reflection of you! Get your point across with this quality bumper sticker
that will outlast heavy rain, intense sunlight, and the most severe of traffic jams.
•
•

11" x 3" – Large enough for any message.
Made from durable vinyl with a strong adhesive back.

arrogant cat bumper sticker

Other products you might like

my new look bumper stickers

Rescue homeless pets bumper sticker
suprised cat bumper stickers

cat poet bumper stickers

All My Kids-Children Have Paws

Other products by zhenlian

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Please Don't Shop; ADOPT! Bumper Stickers

Pets for Vets bumper sticker NEW
moon night posters

I love my Rescue DogBumper Sticker
exotic food postcards

Other products by zhenlian

temptation postcard

penquin fairyland poster

penquin fairyland apron

5 star:
(2)
4 star:
(0)
3 star:
(0)
2 star:

100% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Misc
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

(0)
1 star:
(0)

Reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker", but here's what
others are saying about the product:
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!

Reviews from customers who purchased: Bumper
Sticker

(see more product reviews)
5.0 (2 reviews)

Very Nice Quality Bumber Sticker

by Hank (See all my reviews)
09/04/2012
About the product:
Bumper Sticker came exactly as I created it, the quality was excellent will recommend to my
family and friends Thanks Zazzle!!
About the print:
Colors and image came out perfect!!!
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

Recommended: Yes
Recommended for: Misc
Shipped on time: Yes
(see more product reviews)
View product
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent
Recommended: Yes
Shipped on time: Yes

Bumper Sticker Volume Discounts

Great product.

Tags

Quantity
Discount
2 - 11 bumper stickers
5% off
12 - 49 bumper stickers 10% off
50 - 99 bumper stickers 15% off
100 - 249 bumper stickers 22% off
250+ bumper stickers
30% off
You do not have to buy multiples of the same bumper sticker to receive a bulk discount.
You will receive a bulk discount on any order of 2 or more bumper stickers!

Bumper Stickers:
by Stephanie (See all my reviews)
26/01/2012
About the product:
I love it. Exactly what I was looking for. Withstands the elements.
About the print:
Perfect.

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
2 people found this review helpful.
Was this review helpful to you? Yes | No
(Report review violation)

Product reviewed:

View product
Product Quality: Excellent
Print Quality: Excellent

,

fantasy
,
imaginative
, bumper stickers
Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Pyromaniart Mousepads, TEXAS FLAG TOTE BAG,
TEXAS FLAG T-SHIRT
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•
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•
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(Leave a comment )
No comments yet.
Use of this Web site constitutes acceptance of the User Agreement and Privacy Policy
Copyright © 2000-2012, Zazzle Inc. All rights reserved. View patents

Product Details
Product id: 128660018287893694
Designed on 06/06/2009 10:32 PM
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features, and styles. Want to be the first to know about how to create your very own shoe
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All Cards

| Login or Join

Announcements
Birthday Cards
Custom Invitations
Thank You Cards
Wedding Cards
Holiday Cards
Photo Cards

Order 5 cards or more for $3.00 $2.29 Each - use
code 2012JUNE229. Orders ship the next
business day!

Waiting for godog Greeting Card
Collections > Animals / Pets Cards
See all
cards in this
category
Loading...

Front | Inside | Back

Waiting for godog Greeting Card

•
•

Details
Size/Quality

About Us Affiliates Artists Artist FAQ Blog Card Sellers Contact Us Content Disclaimer
Forum Free Ecards How GCU Works
Paper Card Categories Privacy Policy Shopper FAQ Shopper Testimonials Holidays 2012
Check out M&N Party Store for your party supplies

waiting for godog
Zhenlian fantasies | By
Lian Zhen

© Copyright 2000-2012 Greeting Card Universe - Powered By Bigdates-Solutions.com
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Product Design
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Blog
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Cart
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Home > Animals

Customise it
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships tomorrow*!
Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...

Link...

Bumper Sticker
Make your car a reflection of you! Get your point across with this quality bumper sticker
that will outlast heavy rain, intense sunlight, and the most severe of traffic jams.
arrogant cat bumper sticker
•
•
•
•

11" x 3" – Large enough for any message.
Made from durable vinyl with a strong adhesive back.
Printed with water-resistant ink that won’t fade or run.
No minimum order.

waiting for godog bumper sticker
4.7 (3 reviews)
In stock!
Quantity:

my new look bumper stickers

1

bumper sticker.
suprised cat bumper stickers
Wishlist
$10.70
per bumper sticker

Other products you might like

cat poet bumper stickers

Other products by zhenlian
pretty cat bumper stickers

snobbish cat bumper sticker

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:

Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like
Pets for Vets bumper sticker NEW

Rescue homeless pets bumper sticker
I love my Rescue DogBumper Sticker

Other products by zhenlian

All My Kids-Children Have Paws

Please Don't Shop; ADOPT! Bumper Stickers

temptation postcard

penquin fairyland apron
moon night posters

Reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker", but here's what
others are saying about the product:
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!
exotic food postcards

penquin fairyland poster

Reviews from customers who purchased: Bumper
Sticker
(see more product reviews)
4.7 (3 reviews)

5 star:
Marketplace Category: Animals

(2)
4 star:
(1)
3 star:
(0)
2 star:

100% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Other
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

(0)
1 star:
(0)

(see more product reviews)

Bumper Sticker Volume Discounts

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Names of the Houses, Names of the Houses, Names of the
Houses

Comment Wall
(Post a comment )
No comments yet.

Product Details
Product id: 128660018287893694
Added on 7/06/2009 12:32 PM
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Cart
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Customise it
No minimum orders • No setup fees • The most options!
Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Round Sticker

waiting for godog

Make custom stickers for every occasion! Browse our selection of awesome images or
upload your own. The perfect choice for any message or design, round stickers are great
for brand promotion, special mailings, and scrapbooking.

oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

•

•
•
•

Available in 2 sizes
◦
Large: 3" in diameter (6 per sheet)
◦
Small: 1.5" in diameter (20 per sheet)
High quality, full-color, full-bleed printing
Scratch-resistant front, easy peel-and-stick back
No minimum order

Other products you might like

waiting for godog round sticker
4.8 (12 reviews)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

arrogant cat round stickers

sheet of 20.
Wishlist
$13.40
per sheet of 20

Choose your size and style
Size:
Small, 3.8 cm (sheet of 20)

weeping cat round stickers

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

my new look sticker

suprised cat sticker
bubble dream post cards

dancing with your enemy sticker
cat poet business card

Other products by zhenlian

carmine peonies

butterfly dream postcards

bamboo gossips posters

5 star:
(11)
4 star:
(0)
3 star:
(0)
2 star:

100% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Weddings
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

(1)
1 star:
(0)

Reviews for "waiting for godog round sticker"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog round sticker", but here's what
others are saying about the product:
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!

Reviews from customers who purchased: Round Sticker

(see more product reviews)
4.8 (12 reviews)

(see more product reviews)

Sticker Volume Discounts
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(Post a comment )
No comments yet.

Product Details
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Copyright © 2000-2012, Zazzle Inc. All rights reserved. View patents

Product id: 217600848038294012
Added on 7/06/2009 12:38 PM

Zazzle - We make quality custom products designed by you.
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•
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Sculpture

Product Design

Our standing photo sculpture brings 3-dimensional life to your favourite photos. Great for
family shots whether displayed in your living room or at the office. Made of attractive,
durable acrylic and mounted on a black stand. Final size is approximate and depends on
cut-out size of image.

waiting for godog acrylic cut out
(write a review)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

photosculpture.
Wishlist
$37.20
per photosculpture

Choose your style and size
Style:
Sculpture
Magnet
Ornament
Pin
Key
Chain

Customize it!
No minimum orders • No setup fees • The most options!
Like

Size:
2" x 3"

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog

morning watcher photo cut outs

oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like
elephant fantasy1 acrylic cut out

weeping cat photo cut outs

butterfly dream photo cutouts

bird courtship photo cut out

Other products by zhenlian

carmine peonies

butterfly dream postcards

bubble dream post cards

bamboo gossips posters

Reviews for "waiting for godog acrylic cut out"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog".
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!
cat poet business card

Photo Sculpture Volume Discounts

Tags
Photo Sculptures:

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
,

fantasy
,
imaginative
, photo sculptures
Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Pekingese Keepsake - FEMALE Ipad Covers, Pekingese
Keepsake - FEMALE Ipad Covers, Pekingese Keepsake - FEMALE Ipad Covers
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No comments yet.
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Product Details
Product id: 153945827906654160
Designed on 06/06/2009 10:35 PM
•
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Privacy

Designer's comment: oil on canvas
Tagged: dogs | pets | animals | fantasy | imaginative |

Business Cards
Business cards
Custom Business Cards
•
Recent Articles
Subscribe

•

Business Cards Waiting For Godog

***Buy in bulk and save!***

You May Also Like These Business Cards

Designing your own business cards has never been easier. We offer a very large selection
of card designs and templates for you to easily customize. In fact it only takes a couple of
minutes!
Click Here to Get Started!
•

•

◦
Nail Salon Business Cards
◦
Personal Trainer Business Cards
◦
Photography Business Cards
◦
Police Business Cards
◦
Realtor Business Cards
◦
Religious Business Cards
◦
Salon Business Cards
◦
Sports Business Cards
◦
Tattoo Business Cards
◦
Travel Agent Business Cards
Archives

•

About

Popular Searches
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Army Business Cards
Artist Business Cards
Attorney Business Cards
Automotive Business Cards
Bakery Business Cards
Beauty Business Cards
Chiropractic Business Cards
Christian Business Cards
Computer Business Cards
Construction Business Cards
Cosmetology Business Cards
Dental Business Cards
DJ Business Cards
Fitness Business Cards
Government Business Cards
Graphic Design Business Cards
Hair Salon Business Cards
Hair Stylist Business Cards
Interior Design Business Cards
Law Enforcement Business Cards
Lawn Care Business Cards
Legal Business Cards
Makeup Artist Business Cards
Massage Therapy Business Cards
Medical Business Cards
Military Business Cards

BusinessCards2K.com has made it our business to help you with yours. Making a good
first impression is important, making a lasting impression is even more important. Without
the proper business cards this can be a challenge, but there is no need to worry, we have
you covered. We offer one of the largest selection of customizable business cards you'll
find, and the best news is it is always growing.
•

Pages
◦
◦
◦

About
Contact
Privacy

Search

Copyright © 2012 Business Cards
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Make $$$ – Promote Zazzle Products or Create Your Own Store for FREE

Home > Animals

Product Design

Customise it
No minimum orders • No setup fees • The most options!
Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Sculpture
Photo sculptures are a natural conversation piece and look great in your living room or
office. Made of beautiful, durable acrylic on a black stand. Final size is approximate and
depends on cut-out size of image.

waiting for godog acrylic cut out
(write a review)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

photosculpture.
Only $43.52 in bulk!

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like

Wishlist
$50.70
per photosculpture

Choose your style and size
Style:
Sculpture
Magnet

weeping cat photo cut outs

Ornament
Pin
Key
Chain

Size:
5.1cm x 7.6cm

Information from the Designer

butterfly dream photo cutouts

morning watcher photo cut outs

elephant fantasy1 acrylic cut out

bubble dream post cards

bird courtship photo cut out
cat poet business card

Other products by zhenlian

carmine peonies

butterfly dream postcards

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
,

fantasy
bamboo gossips posters

,
imaginative
, photo sculptures

Reviews for "waiting for godog acrylic cut out"
Marketplace Category: Animals
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog".
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!

Photo Sculpture Volume Discounts
Quantity
Discount
2 - 9 photo sculptures
$0.90 off
10 - 49 photo sculptures $1.80 off
50 - 99 photo sculptures $3.59 off
100 - 249 photo sculptures $5.39 off
250+ photo sculptures
$7.18 off
You don't have to order multiples of the same photo sculpture design to get your bulk
discount. You ll automatically receive a bulk discount on any order of 2 or more photo
sculptures!

Tags
Photo Sculptures:

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Daffodil Vintage Floral Photography Post Card, Daffodil
Vintage Floral Photography Drink Coasters, Daffodil Vintage Floral Photography Trinket
Boxes

Comment Wall
(Write a comment )
No comments yet.

Product Details
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Home > Animals

Product Design

Chubby, 8.9cm x 6.4cm, 100 pack
Stand out from the crowd with custom business cards. Upload your own logo, photo, or
graphic, or use a pre-existing template. Chubby profile cards are a unique alternative to
standard business cards and are the perfect size for adding large images or additional
information.
•
•
•
•
•

3.5" x 2.5" – Chubby Profile Card
Choose from ten types of premium card stock.
FREE Full-bleed, full-color printing on both sides.
Save with bulk orders!
Skinny and standard-sized business cards also available.

White
This heavier white card stock (45kg) projects an image of quality and strength for your
company.

waiting for godog business card
(write a review)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

pack of 100.
Wishlist
$61.40
per pack of 100

Choose your size and paper
front

back

Customise it
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships tomorrow*!

Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Card size:
Chubby, 8.9cm x 6.4cm, 100 pack $61.40
Paper:
White (see more...)
This heavier white card stock (45kg) projects an image of quality and strength for your
company.

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog

cat poet business card

oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like

snobbish cat business cards

arrogant cat business card template

bird courtship business cards

illusions business card templates

Other products by zhenlian

carmine peonies

butterfly dream postcards

bubble dream post cards

bamboo gossips posters

Reviews for "waiting for godog business card"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog".
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!
cat poet business card

Business Card Volume Discounts

Tags
Business Cards:

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
,

fantasy
,
imaginative
, business cards
Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Drummer sticks in air shadow real drums christmas tree
ornament, Drummer sticks in air shadow real drums custom flyer, Drummer sticks in air
shadow real drums photo art
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Product Details
Product id: 240663260566453656
Posted on 7/06/2009 2:09 p.m.
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Product Design
Customise it
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships tomorrow*!
Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Bumper Sticker
Make your car a reflection of you! Get your point across with this quality bumper sticker
that will outlast heavy rain, intense sunlight, and the most severe of traffic jams.
•
•

11" x 3" – Large enough for any message.
Made from durable vinyl with a strong adhesive back.

•
•

Printed with water-resistant ink that won’t fade or run.
No minimum order.

waiting for godog bumper sticker
(write a review)
In stock!
Quantity:

my new look bumper stickers

1

bumper sticker.
Wishlist
suprised cat bumper stickers
$12.30
per bumper sticker

Other products you might like
cat poet bumper stickers

Other products by zhenlian
pretty cat bumper stickers

Information from the Designer
snobbish cat bumper sticker

arrogant cat bumper sticker

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated G
Report violation

Other products you might like

Pets for Vets bumper sticker NEW
Rescue homeless pets bumper sticker

I love my Rescue DogBumper Sticker
All My Kids-Children Have Paws

Other products by zhenlian

Please Don't Shop; ADOPT! Bumper Stickers

temptation postcard

penquin fairyland apron
moon night posters

Reviews for "waiting for godog bumper sticker"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog".
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!
exotic food postcards

penquin fairyland poster

Bumper Sticker Volume Discounts

Tags
Bumper Stickers:

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
,

fantasy
,
imaginative
, bumper stickers
Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Saturn's Rings Kaleidoscope Mandala, Rudy & Moody Ewe - Me What?, Rudy & Moody - Ewe - Me What?
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Powered by FeedBlitz

Subscribe in a reader

•
•
The Arteur blog is curated by George Tibbett, international art collector and
historian.
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« L.A. Marler | Main | Susan MacWilliam »

David Itchkawich
David Itchkawich is best known for his etchings which are intricate surrealistic scenes of
worlds that are at once familiar and old fashioned but also timeless and fascinating. Here
are some examples of his work through the Elaine Beckwith Gallery.
Since settling in Maine, David has been getting back to drawing. His local scenes of empty
streets evoke the same haunting and nostalgic environment as his lithographs.

David exhibits every year at the Greenwich Village Art Show in New York. Below are a
couple of examples of his etchings with their wonderful and haunting themes.

"Serpents in the Meeting House"

•
"Waiting for Godog"
You might also like:
Lisa Yuskavage
Nick Kushner
Charles Ugas

•

Privacy Policy

•

Disclosure Policy

•

E-mail The Arteur

LinkWithin

Posted in Artists G-L, Drawings, Prints | Permalink

Tip Jar

Technorati Tags: art, artist, David Itchkawich. etchings, etcher

Support Art

Reblog (0) | Digg This | Save to del.icio.us | Tweet This!

Recent Posts

TrackBack
TrackBack URL for this entry:
http://www.typepad.com/services/trackback/6a00d8341cdd0d53ef01156fb0b7ac970c
Listed below are links to weblogs that reference David Itchkawich:

Comments
we have a etching print of david Itchkawich and its called "crime in low places" can
anybody tell us anything about it?
Posted by: craig green | 01/20/2012 at 08:43 PM

I will be happy to email your question to David directly.

Sent from my iPhone

Posted by: TheStarryEye Astrologer | 01/21/2012 at 10:26 AM

Post a comment

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

George Hugnet
Richard Denny
Dongwook Lee
Jessica Ward
Jon McNair
Philip Guston
Francesca Woodman
Dimitris Polychroniadis
Jeff Chien-Hsing Liao
Brian Dettmer

Jean Claude Buisson
Oil On Canvas Of Flax - 22 Inches x 12 Inches
More Info
1260 US$
Fantasy - Humor
Added May 27 2012
THERE ARE DAYS .... AND NOTHING WILL!

Guitton René
Painting On Canvas - 21 Inches x 29 Inches
More Info
3080 US$
Surrealism - Humor
Added April 8 2012
All Art On Line (7) with Subject Humor

Switched Off
SALVATION QUIXOTE

Pavel Lefterov
Zhen Lianxiu
Mixed Technique - 33 Inches x 53 Inches
Mixed Techniques On Paper - 18 Inches x 26 Inches
More Info
4200 US$ /

Print 50 US$

More Info

Emotion - Humor
Added August 19 2011
waiting for godog

Naïve Art - Humor
Added June 6 2011
Make love

Zhen Lianxiu
Painting On Canvas - 24 Inches x 20 Inches
More Info
1300 US$
Naïve Art - Humor
Added September 2 2011

Yaroshchak Romana
Acrylic - 20 Inches x 28 Inches
More Info
1000 US$
Original Painting - Humor
Added September 6 2010

butterfly and cat
The Trick with the Balls

From Find-Artist.com

Eugene Ivanov
Oil - 11 Inches x 16 Inches
More Info
324 US$

danpoirier.com » Biography ...gns. He studied illustration at Art Center College of Design,
and served as a board member and the President of the Society of Illustrators of Los
Angeles. He was also the Creative Director for a division of Indymac Bank.Clients
include: Sales and Marketing Management Magazine, Pasadena Weekly, IDI Design,
Bright Idea, Tundra Productions Pages Biography Contact My illustrations Portfolio Page
Blogroll SI-Blog-LA: The Illustrators Blog ...
www.danpoirier.com
From Find-Artist.com

Expressionism - Humor
Added May 31 2010

1
All Art On Line (7) with Subject Humor

Search by word

Advanced Search
Advertising

From Find-Artist.com

Javier Granados, pintor. Arte Pop. Acrílicos y escultura en plastilina. ... TIEMPO PARA
TODO TIEMPO ANIMAL PLASTILINAS ESCULTURAS EL AUTOR Otros sitios
Galería Alba Cabrera Mario Vela Eva Armisen Galería José Robles nave del arte
AMMAC María Burgaz Marina Anaya PicassoMio.com YourArt.com Art Links Eduardo
Hermida Àrea José Javier Cabello Anna Balboa enlaces del relojurbano Art in Tatet
Manuel Jódar PainterGallery.com Artists related Directory ww.swissart.net Art and
Photography Directory Internet ArtResources ...
www.javiergranados.es
Subjects

Abstract - Abstract Visions - Abstracted - Animals - Characters - Children Cities - Contemporary - Cosmos - Decorative - Expressionism Expressionnism - Fantasy - Figurative - Figurative Imaginative - Floral Flowers - Horses - Imaginary - Imagination - Imaginative Figurative - Interior
Landscapes - Interior Life - Islands - Landscape - Landscapes - Marine
Landscape - Naked Sensual - Nature - Nature The - People - Portrait - Portraits Realism - Religious - Romanticism - Scene Of Life - Seascape - Seascapes Sensuality - Sight Of Sea - Singular - Spiritual - Still Life - Surrealism Symbolic - Symbolic System - Symbolic System Abstracti.. - Symbolism Urban Landscape - Village More...

Caricature - Jeff Wong - Illustrator - Humorous Illustration - Sports Caricature 718.238.9046 ... 2009 Jeff Wong JEFF WONG ILLUSTRATOR 718.238.9046
Caricature Illustration Artist Sports Caricature Humorous illustration Portfolio
caricaturists Humor Celebrity Caricature Sports Illustrated Sistine Chapel hum...
...aricatures satire Portfolio caricaturist Artist Humor Cartoon Illustration Artist Sports
Caricature Humorous illustration caricaturists Humor Corel Digital Caricature humourous
Sports Illustrated Sistine Chapel...
Styles

Abstract - Abstract Contemporary - Abstract Expressionism - Abstracted Abstracted Expressionnism - Abstraction - Contemporary - Contemporary Art Expressionism - Expressionnism - Fantasy - Figurative - Figurative
Contemporary - Free Figuration - Futurism - Geometrical - Imaginary Imagination - Impressionism - Modern - Nature - Nature The - Original
Painting - Painting - Personal - Photorealism - Pop Art - Portrait - Post
Impressionist - Realism - Realist - Realistic - Religious - Romantic - Sculpture
- Semi Figurative - Singular - Still Life - Surrealism - Symbolic - Symbolic
System - Symbolism - Traditional - Visionary More...

25 To 35 Usd
25 Usd Max
35 To 50 Usd
50 To 75 Usd
75 To 100 Usd
100 To 125 Usd
125 To 150 Usd
150 To 200 Usd
200 To 250 Usd
250 To 350 Usd
350 To 500 Usd
Media
500 To 750 Usd
Abstract - Abstracted - Acrylic - Acrylic Resin On Canvas - Canvas - Canvas Of 750 To 1000 Usd
Flax - Computer - Digital - Digitalis - Drawing - Engraving - Fabric Oils - Glass 1000 To 1500 Usd
- Mixed - Mixed Technic - Mixed Technique - Mixed Techniques On Paper - 1500 To 2000 Usd
Oil - Oil In Canvas - Oil On Canvas - Oil On Canvas Of Flax - Painting 2000 To 2500 Usd
Painting On Canvas - Painting On Paper - Paper - Pastel - Photograph 2500 To 3500 Usd
Photography - Print - Sculpture - Watercolor - Watercolour - Wood 3500 To 5000 Usd
More... 5000 Usd Min
Artists

Sizes

A Ab Ad Ae Af Ag Ah Ai Ak Al Am An Ap Aq Ar As At Au Ay B Ba Be 10 Inches Max
Bi Bl Bo Br Bu C Ca Cb Ce Ch Ci Cl Co Cr Cu D Da De Di Do Dr Du Dy 10 To 15 Inches
Dz E Ed El Em En Er Es Et Eu Ev Ex F Fa Fe Fi Fl Fo Fr Fu G Ga Gd 15 To 20 Inches
30 To 35 Inches
Ge Gi Gn Go Gr Gu Gy H Ha He Hi Ho Hr Hu I If Ig Il Im In Io Iq Ir Is
40 To 50 Inches
Iu Iv Iz J Ja Je Ji Jj Jo Ju K Ka Ke Kh Ki Kl Ko Kr Ku L La Le Li Ll Lo 70 To 80 Inches
Lu Ly M Ma Mb Mc Me Mi Mo Mu My N Na Ne Ni No Nú O Of Oi Ol 90 To 100 Inches
On Op Or Os Ot Oz P Pa Pe Ph Pi Pl Po Pr Ps Pu Q Qu R Ra Re Rh Ri Ro 150 To 250 Inches
Rq Ru Rw S Sa Sc Se Sh Si Sj Sl So Sp Sq St Su Sv Sy Sz T Ta Te Th Ti 100 To 125 Inches
Tl To Tr Ty U Ul Ur V Va Ve Vi Vl Vo W Wa We Wi Wo Wr Ww X Xa 250 Inches Min
Xi Y Ya Ye Yf Yi Yl Yo Yu Yv Z Za Zh Zi Zr Zu Zy Г Гр И Иг Ио С Start your Art Gallery
Do you want to increase your sales over internet ? To increase your popularity ?
Са Ю Юл Юр
Sign Up for a free virtual gallery on AllArtOnLine.com and become a privileged member
Prices
Menu

All Art On Line by Subjects
All Art On Line by Styles
All Art On Line by Medias
All Documents published recently
All Direct Poster
All Reproductions On Line
All Copies On Line
All Commissioned Art On Line
Our sponsors
Website promotion
etoro
,
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Lian Xiu Zhen Waiting For Godog
You're in Greeting Cards.
Advertisement
Need a Personal Shopper?
Subscribe to Bizrate emails for the hottest deals & products, PLUS a chance to

follow us:

WIN $25

•
•

sign me up!
Lian Xiu Zhen Waiting
For Godog

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appliances
Automotive
Babies & Kids
Books & Magazines
Clothing & Accessories
Computers & Software
DVDs & Videos
Digital Cameras
Electronics
Furniture
Gifts, Flowers & Food
Health & Beauty
Home & Garden
Jewelry & Watches
Laptop Computers
Music
Musical Instruments
Office Supplies
Pet Supplies
Sports Equipment
Toys & Games
Video Games
Women's Shoes

New winners chosen weekly. No purchase necessary.

Lian Xiu Zhen Waiting For Godog
oil on canvas Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish

buy at Greeting Card U...
$2.79

more

sort by: add tax & shipping:

Lian Xiu Zhen Red Grapes And Blue Bird
Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

Lian Xiu Zhen Discussion
Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

... more

Greeting Card Universe

Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Blue Bird And Grapes
Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

Lian Xiu Zhen Illusions
Ink an colour on Chinese paper. Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

Greeting Card Universe

Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Fish Pond Romance
oil on canvas Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

Lian Xiu Zhen Mother And Child(Pandas)
oil on canvas Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79
Greeting Card Universe

... more

Greeting Card Universe

... more

... more

Lian Xiu Zhen Admiration

Lian Xiu Zhen Pink Romance

The cat is admiring the flying birds,may be she wants to fly too. Card Size: 5x7 inches
ma... more
$2.79

Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

Greeting Card Universe
Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Penquin Fairyland
Lian Xiu Zhen Red Bird
oil on canvas Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

Greeting Card Universe
Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Sharing
Lian Xiu Zhen Rainbow Dreams
oil on canvas Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79
Greeting Card Universe

... more

Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79
Greeting Card Universe

... more

Lian Xiu Zhen Sleeping Kitten
7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

Lian Xiu Zhen Happy Stroll

... more

Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

Greeting Card Universe

Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Happy Family

Lian Xiu Zhen Butterfly Dream

oil on canvas Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

The cat is lost in admiration for the butterflies round him. Card Size: 5x7 inches matte f...
more
$2.79

Greeting Card Universe
Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Morning Watcher
oil on canvas Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

... more

Lian Xiu Zhen Meeting You
oil on canvas Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

Greeting Card Universe
Greeting Card Universe

... more

Lian Xiu Zhen Dragonfly Attractions
Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

Lian Xiu Zhen All Are Curious
... more

Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

Greeting Card Universe

Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Goldfish Dream

Lian Xiu Zhen Curiosity

7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

oil on canvas Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

Greeting Card Universe

Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Temptations

Lian Xiu Zhen Bamboo Games

Ink and colours on paper. Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79
Greeting Card Universe

... more

... more

Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79
Greeting Card Universe

... more

... more

Lian Xiu Zhen Moon Lake

Lian Xiu Zhen Friendship

The dog is meditating on the reflection of the moon in the lake. Card Size: 7x5 inches mat... oil on canvas Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
more
$2.79
$2.79

... more

Greeting Card Universe
Greeting Card Universe

Lian Xiu Zhen Three Good Friends
Lian Xiu Zhen Winter Romance
oil on canvas Card Size: 5x7 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

Ink and colour on paper Card Size: 7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79

... more

Greeting Card Universe
Greeting Card Universe
1 2 next
show items
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Lian Xiu Zhen Elephant Fantasy2
7x5 inches matte finish
$2.79
Greeting Card Universe

... more
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Lian Xiu's Records | InstantCheckmate.com
•
Did you know Lian Xiu's criminal history is searchable?
•
www.instantcheckmate.com/
We Found:Lian Zhen - 1) Contact Lian Zhen - Free Info
•
•
2) Current Phone, Address & More.
•
www.peoplesmart.com/
Search by Phone - Search by Email - Background Checks - Search by Address
•
•
Lian Xu | ChineseHerbsDirect.com
•
Lian Xu On Sale. Huge Herb Selection at 20-50% Off!
•
www.chineseherbsdirect.com/
Plum Flower - Min Shan - Dr. Shen's - Dr. Zhang's
•
We Found Xiu Zhen - Current Phone, Address, Age & More.
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discreet Free Search Xiu Zhen
www.intelius.com/
We Found Zhen Lian - Current Address, Phone and Age.
Find Zhen lian, Anywhere.
www.peoplefinders.com/
Xiu Zhen | Zhen.PublicRecords.com
We Have Public Records For: Xiu Zhen. Search Now.
zhen.publicrecords.com/
GoDog - Top offer GoDog | getaspecialdeal.com
GoDog here
www.getaspecialdeal.com/GoDog
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Bs Bouchra
oil - 12 Inches x 18 Inches
More Info
naive - nature the
Added May 30 2011
Mondo meraviglioso

Dranga Silviu Marian
Canvas - 31 Inches x 31 Inches
More Info
1008 US$
All Art On Line from 1 to 10 (25 total) with Style naive

Naive - Imaginary
Added December 12 2011
TELEMCEN
moon lake

Zhen Lianxiu

Zhen Lianxiu

Oil On Canvas - 24 Inches x 20 Inches

Oil On Canvas - 24 Inches x 20 Inches

More Info

More Info

1200 US$
Naïve Art - Dogs
Added September 2 2011

1200 US$
Naïve Art - Dream
Added September 2 2011

waiting for godog

mother and child tigers

Zhen Lianxiu

Zhen Lianxiu

Painting On Canvas - 24 Inches x 20 Inches

Oil On Canvas - 24 Inches x 30 Inches

More Info

More Info

1300 US$
Naïve Art - Humor
Added September 2 2011
rainbow dream

1300 US$
Naïve Art - Africa
Added September 2 2011
pandas 2

Zhen Lianxiu

Zhen Lianxiu

Oil On Canvas - 24 Inches x 30 Inches

Oil On Canvas - 16 Inches x 20 Inches

More Info

More Info

1500 US$
Naïve Art - Fantasy
Added September 2 2011

1200 US$
Naïve Art - Fantastic
Added September 2 2011

pandas 1

Kitty's dream

Zhen Lianxiu

Zhen Lianxiu

Oil On Canvas - 30 Inches x 24 Inches

Oil On Canvas - 24 Inches x 20 Inches

More Info

More Info

1300 US$
Naïve Art - Fantasy
Added September 2 2011
zebra and butterflies

1500 US$
Naive - Fantastic
Added September 2 2011

1 2 3
All Art On Line from 1 to 10 (25 total) with Style naive

Search by word

Advanced Search
Advertising

From Find-Artist.com

Abstract - Abstract Visions - Abstracted - Animals - Characters - Children Cities - Contemporary - Cosmos - Decorative - Expressionism Expressionnism - Fantasy - Figurative - Figurative Imaginative - Floral Flowers - Horses - Imaginary - Imagination - Imaginative Figurative - Interior
Landscapes - Interior Life - Islands - Landscape - Landscapes - Marine
Landscape - Naked Sensual - Nature - Nature The - People - Portrait - Portraits Realism - Religious - Romanticism - Scene Of Life - Seascape - Seascapes Sensuality - Sight Of Sea - Singular - Spiritual - Still Life - Surrealism Symbolic - Symbolic System - Symbolic System Abstracti.. - Symbolism Urban Landscape - Village More...
Styles

Mister Denham MisterMDenham, naiveart,naive paintings, outsider, outsider paintings,
folk arts, ,folk painting, primitive art, primitive pa...
...fineart, giclee, prints, Oils, acrylics, merchandising opportunities, books, illustrations,
English naive art, scenes, landscapes, childhood, boyhood memories, autobiography,
U.K., British, Mervyn Clingan, Fran...
www.misterdenham.com
From Find-Artist.com

Abstract - Abstract Contemporary - Abstract Expressionism - Abstracted Abstracted Expressionnism - Abstraction - Contemporary - Contemporary Art Expressionism - Expressionnism - Fantasy - Figurative - Figurative
Contemporary - Free Figuration - Futurism - Geometrical - Imaginary Imagination - Impressionism - Modern - Nature - Nature The - Original
Painting - Painting - Personal - Photorealism - Pop Art - Portrait - Post
Impressionist - Realism - Realist - Realistic - Religious - Romantic - Sculpture
- Semi Figurative - Singular - Still Life - Surrealism - Symbolic - Symbolic
System - Symbolism - Traditional - Visionary More...

Paintings from F.Mechura - Home Page Paintings from Slovak Artist - F. Mechura naive
paintings About author Classical paintings Thank you for visiting my page. Please come Media
back and visit ag...
Abstract - Abstracted - Acrylic - Acrylic Resin On Canvas - Canvas - Canvas Of
www.angelfire.com / me2 / fmw
From Find-Artist.com

エッ ホス DY background= http://ww.xservercl ient.net/skel/back.gif お客 FTPまた
尚、 index.html と指 ファ 対象/public_html とな ファ よく をご Copyright(C)
2003-2007 Xserver.ne.jp All rights reserved
www.pantaiado.com
Subjects

Flax - Computer - Digital - Digitalis - Drawing - Engraving - Fabric Oils - Glass
- Mixed - Mixed Technic - Mixed Technique - Mixed Techniques On Paper Oil - Oil In Canvas - Oil On Canvas - Oil On Canvas Of Flax - Painting Painting On Canvas - Painting On Paper - Paper - Pastel - Photograph Photography - Print - Sculpture - Watercolor - Watercolour - Wood More...

Artists

A Ab Ad Ae Af Ag Ah Ai Ak Al Am An Ap Aq Ar As At Au Ay B Ba Be 10 Inches Max
Bi Bl Bo Br Bu C Ca Cb Ce Ch Ci Cl Co Cr Cu D Da De Di Do Dr Du Dy 10 To 15 Inches
Dz E Ed El Em En Er Es Et Eu Ev Ex F Fa Fe Fi Fl Fo Fr Fu G Ga Gd 15 To 20 Inches
30 To 35 Inches
Ge Gi Gn Go Gr Gu Gy H Ha He Hi Ho Hr Hu I If Ig Il Im In Io Iq Ir Is
40 To 50 Inches
Iu Iv Iz J Ja Je Ji Jj Jo Ju K Ka Ke Kh Ki Kl Ko Kr Ku L La Le Li Ll Lo 70 To 80 Inches
Lu Ly M Ma Mb Mc Me Mi Mo Mu My N Na Ne Ni No Nú O Of Oi Ol 90 To 100 Inches
On Op Or Os Ot Oz P Pa Pe Ph Pi Pl Po Pr Ps Pu Q Qu R Ra Re Rh Ri Ro 150 To 250 Inches
Rq Ru Rw S Sa Sc Se Sh Si Sj Sl So Sp Sq St Su Sv Sy Sz T Ta Te Th Ti 100 To 125 Inches
Tl To Tr Ty U Ul Ur V Va Ve Vi Vl Vo W Wa We Wi Wo Wr Ww X Xa 250 Inches Min
Xi Y Ya Ye Yf Yi Yl Yo Yu Yv Z Za Zh Zi Zr Zu Zy Г Гр И Иг Ио С Start your Art Gallery
Do you want to increase your sales over internet ? To increase your popularity ?
Са Ю Юл Юр
Sign Up for a free virtual gallery on AllArtOnLine.com and become a privileged member
Prices

25 To 35 Usd
25 Usd Max
35 To 50 Usd
50 To 75 Usd
75 To 100 Usd
100 To 125 Usd
125 To 150 Usd
150 To 200 Usd
200 To 250 Usd
250 To 350 Usd
350 To 500 Usd
500 To 750 Usd
750 To 1000 Usd
1000 To 1500 Usd
1500 To 2000 Usd
2000 To 2500 Usd
2500 To 3500 Usd
3500 To 5000 Usd
5000 Usd Min
Sizes
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3:27 duration

Beneful® IncrediBites™ Most Incredible
Small Dog Contest
by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
Play all

1.

1
2:06 Bertie The Beneful® IncrediBites™ Cavalier King
Charles Spaniel by TheAvidActor02 652 views

1:21 WATCHED Waiting for Godog by
2
TheAvidActor02 154 views
Vote for Bertie to win the Beneful® IncrediBites™ Most Incredible Small Dog Contest.
He's cute, adorable, athletic, musical everything you could ask for in a dog. Help support
2.

him to become the new spokesdog for Beneful®

All TheDavisDuo's Videos!

About TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube

by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube

Singing, Acting and Dancing Sibling Duo Sensations
7 playlists by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube View all videos
54,402 views

3 videos

Funny Stuff
by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube

94 subscribers
34 videos

Songs!

Featured Playlists

by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
10 videos

TheDavisDuo's Gig Experience
by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
view all
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TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
by TheAvidActor02

•

94 subscribers
54,402 video views
Featured
•
Feed
•
Videos
•

3:18 I've Heard
it all Before - Shenandoah TheAvidActor02 47 views 2 months ago Here is my
latest video. I know it has been a while. This video is dedicated to my good friend
Alex Cote. The song is called 'I've heard it all before' from the musical She...

•

8:12 Dad's Skydiving TheAvidActor02 217 views 7 months ago A
video of my dad's latest skydiving trip down to earth!

•

1:21 Waiting for Godog TheAvidActor02 154 views 10 months
ago Samuel Beckett's "Waiting for Godot" doggy style!

•

6:25 Helen's Skydive - Okanagan Skydive June 24th 2011
TheAvidActor02 45 views 11 months ago A video of my eldest sister Skydiving
for my dad's 60th Birthday! Most amazing experience ever.

•

4:48 While My Guitar Gently Weeps Cover [HD] TheAvidActor02
164 views 1 year ago We know it has been a while but here is Howard singing a
rendition of The Beatles beautiful song "While My Guitar Gently Weeps". The
Guitar is provided by our good friend B...

•

3:30 "Paparazzi" Lady Gaga Acoustic Cover (Request)
TheAvidActor02 289 views 1 year ago As requested Howard is singing another
Lady Gaga song. This is one of his favourite songs. Thanks to Guitartutee for the
backing music. Howard owns no rights to the song. H...

Rolling Razor Commercial
6,928 views
by gig 2 years ago
Play all

Uploaded videos
1-10 of 35

•

4:49 (Original Song) "Fight" (Acoustic) - Howard Davis

TheAvidActor02 162 views 1 year ago This is my first original song that I wrote
Featured
and accompanied. I hope you enjoy this as much as I enjoyed writing and recording
it. Please subscribe, view, comment, rate and ...

•

2:06 Bertie The Beneful® IncrediBites™ Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel TheAvidActor02 652 views 1 year ago This is Bertie! The Cavalier King
Charles Spaniel from Canada who is adorable, quirky, athletic and a drum playing
canine. He is an incredible dog! Please, view, rate and c...

•

4:14 As Long As He Needs Me Cover from Oliver
TheAvidActor02 426 views 1 year ago Katie singing the beautiful song sung by
Nancy from the musical "Oliver". She hopes you enjoy, view, comment, rate and
subscribe. Track provided by OliverTwistNL.

Playlists

35 videos

Uploaded videos
1:53 Susan Boyle "Susan's Search" SILENT NIGHT--Howard
by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
Davis TheAvidActor02 470 views 1 year ago Hi Susan/YouTubers, My name is
Howard Davis, I'm 19 years old and currently live in Canada where I am studying
for my BFA in Acting. This is my acapella arrangement of Sil...

•

•

About TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
Singing, Acting and Dancing Sibling Duo Sensations

davisorginalcompany.webs.com
47 videos

by TheAvidActor02
Latest Activity

All TheDavisDuo's Videos!

Apr 14, 2012

by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube

Date Joined

Apr 2, 2010
Location

Toronto, Ontario
Country

Canada
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by TheDavisDuo© Official YouTube
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TheDavisDuo's Gig Experience
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view all
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0:31 gotmilk? TV Commercials by gotmilk 20,358 views
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4:37 Dogs 101- Cavalier King Charles Spanielby
AnimalPlanetTV826,950 views

1:50 Cocker Spaniel puppy Bertieby
kathrynstevenson6243 views

1:21 Waiting for Godogby TheAvidActor02154 views
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0:54 June 30, 2011by desi4743MAXI80 views
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0:39 boxer puppy bertie and his big bro oscarby
sandrawinkley39 views
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1:36 My Movieby desi4743MAXI60 views
0:34 Funny dog video-Bertie the Sausage Dog refusing to go for a walkby
mkbutler8820,511 views
0:27 winchesterby desi4743MAXI38 views
5:40 AMAZING DOG BIRTH!!by hansende22,442,433 views
1:00 secret santa 2010by desi4743MAXI35 views
1:59 secret santa 2010by desi4743MAXI11 views
0:31 My Movie (8)by desi4743MAXI62 views
1:51 Rottweiler puppies 4 weeks oldby andyrenard921,348 views
3:42 French Bulldog Puppies - the most beautiful video - DeMoreagaby
demoreaga5,015,153 views
1:16 English Bulldog Puppies & crazy mamaby chiefomar11,388,634 views
5:55 desi and maxi, thank you secret santa.by desi4743MAXI59 views
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Sam and Bertie
Loading...
2 views

First Thomas - Random Talking Salty Peter Sam Billy Bertie Mavis & Carby
ianrphillips13,257 views
My First Thomas The Tank Engine Massive Train Track Set2:45 My First Thomas The
Tank Engine Massive Train Track Setby ianrphillips22,763 views
Sausage dogs attack stuffed animal!4:05 Sausage dogs attack stuffed animal!by
coetzee9217,546 views
Heelwork practise. First day for at least a year with new guys joining in....clever
pups0:48 Heelwork practise. First day for at least a year with new guys joining in....clever
pupsby Lurchersand1cat69 views
A & R GUY BERTIE SIGNS SAMANTHA FOX4:21 A & R GUY BERTIE SIGNS
SAMANTHA FOXby THEREALBERTIEBIGBALL4,167 views
Waiting for Godog1:21 Waiting for Godogby TheAvidActor02154 views
Reading Rainbow: The Robbery at the Diamond Dog Diner27:58 Reading Rainbow:
The Robbery at the Diamond Dog Dinerby 12deonflood15,840 views
Ned and the Sausage0:21 Ned and the Sausageby VabFab1,352 views
Noel O'Flynn, Billy Kelleher1:49 Noel O'Flynn, Billy Kelleherby gavinsblog561 views
Corduroy Mansions Theme - Alexander McCall Smith - Jools Scott - Composition0:56
Corduroy Mansions Theme - Alexander McCall Smith - Jools Scott - Compositionby
joolsscott4,578 views
The Moody Blues - Nights In White Satin4:21 The Moody Blues - Nights In White
Satinby redbaron86314,771,709 views
Looney Tunes 1996 jigsaw puzzle3:08 Looney Tunes 1996 jigsaw puzzleby
Keeper1st1,539 views
Sherlock Holmes -The Mazarin Stone50:29 Sherlock Holmes -The Mazarin Stoneby
MySam552,414 views
Casablanca - As Time Goes By3:07 Casablanca - As Time Goes Byby
gosinka5551,515,230 views
IMG 045418:33 IMG 04541by debbiecamera42 views
bon iver - skinny love3:53 bon iver - skinny loveby recycledlovesongs15,321,145 views
Sam and Bertie fighting!1:25 Sam and Bertie fighting!by debbiecamera10 views
Bertie and Pip1:15 Bertie and Pipby debbiecamera39 views
Bertie kills an elephant1:46 Bertie kills an elephantby debbiecamera20 views
IMG 045213:04 IMG 04521by debbiecamera42 views

Uploaded by debbiecamera on May 19, 2011
YouTube home
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0 likes, 0 dislikes
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Make £££ – Promote Zazzle Products or Create Your Own Store for FREE

Home > Animals

Product Design

waiting for godog apron
4.0 (6 reviews)
In stock!
Quantity:
1

apron.
Wishlist
£26.90
per apron

Choose your style and color
Style:
Standard
Apron
£26.90
Long Apron
£30.50
Kids Apron
£21.50

Customise it
No minimum orders • No setup fees • Ships tomorrow*!

Color:

Like
Share
Facebook Twitter Other networks...
Link...

Khaki

Standard Apron
Our medium length apron has three spacious pockets in the front so it holds everything
whether you’re cooking, painting or gardening. It’s made from a 35/65 cotton-poly twill
blend and it’s machine washable. Slightly wider than our longer version it’s 61cm L x
71cm W.

White

Yellow

Information from the Designer

Created By zhenlian:
Store | Profile

waiting for godog
oil on canvas
Rated U
Report violation

elephant fantasy2 apron

Other products you might like

admiration aprons

pandas2 apron

lake of desire apron

tigers aprons

Other products by zhenlian

carmine peonies

butterfly dream postcards

bubble dream post cards

bamboo gossips posters

cat poet business card

Reviews for "waiting for godog apron"
There are currently no reviews for "waiting for godog apron", but here's what others are
saying about the product:
Have you purchased this product?
Write a review!

Reviews from customers who purchased: Standard
Apron

(see more product reviews)
4.0 (6 reviews)
5 star:
(3)
4 star:
(0)
3 star:
(3)
2 star:

fantasy
,
imaginative
, aprons

83% would recommend this to a friend
Most recommended for: Christmas
Have you purchased this item? Write a review!

(0)
1 star:
(0)

Marketplace Category: Animals

All Products: dogs , pets , animals , fantasy , imaginative
Recently Created Products: Oxygentees Grill Meister T-Shirt, Love Tote Bag, "Stars"
Postcard

Comment Wall
(Make a comment )
No comments yet.

(see more product reviews)

Apron Volume Discounts

Product Details
Product id: 154556410249121582
Created on 07/06/2009 03:31

Tags
Aprons:

dogs
,

pets
,

animals
,

Zazzle - We make quality custom products designed by you.
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Stan Ragets

Technorati Tags: fractal art, Stan Ragets
Reblog (0) | Digg This | Save to del.icio.us | Tweet This!

Ray Caesar

Stan Ragets could almost be considered a "new age" or metaphysical artist. That is because
his work is mezmerizing and mysterious, using fractiles with almost a mathematical bent.
Fractal artwork in the “fine art” sense is relatively unheard of at the current time, and
Ragets' goal to eventually make it a household term. Of course, for those who enjoy
Escher, Raget's work will resonate.

There is something about Toronto-based artist Ray Caesar and his charming yet eery
prints. Caesar has a painterly approach, rendering imagery with soft edges and movement.
The artist’s digitally created dreamscapes, set in elaborately furnished Rococo-style
He says, "Art is something that I've always enjoyed; not just the creative process, but also interiors, feature haunting doll-like female figures with delicate features and porcelain
viewing the final results. I strive to create artwork that you can 'get lost in', pieces that can complexions. The hybrid characters, part-child-part-woman, some sprouting tails, tentacles
be viewed over and over again, always finding something new. I want to create engaging and other animal appendages, all wear elaborate costumes that reference fashions of the past
artwork that pulls you into the image.
and often incorporate futuristic elements as well.
My computer programming background allows me to design my own custom parameters Caesar works in Maya (a 3D modeling software used for digital animation effects in film
that give me a unique edge among fractal artists. I constantly strive to push the limits of
and game industries), using it to create his figures as well as the virtual realms in which
current technology and am always learning as new developments take place. As technology they exist. Through the program, he builds digital models with invisible skeletons and
grows, so do I as an artist."
anatomical joints that can be bent and manipulated to assume any pose. He wraps the

You might also like:
Chris Ofili
Ray Caesar

models in rich textures, adding hair, skin, eyelashes and fingernails. Then places them in
digitally lit, impeccably detailed 3D environments built with architectural layers, windows,
wallpapers, curtains and furnishings. Caesar’s meticulous process incorporates elements of
drawing, painting, collage and sculpture, working countless hours to achieve every
remarkably intricate tableau. Further emphasizing his sculptural technique, Caesar compares
his process of 2D printmaking with imagery created in 3D as being similar to the practice
of capturing stills from video and film.

With full control over dressing, posing and lighting his figures as well as every element of
LinkWithintheir surroundings, Caesar’s craft is an advanced extension of a childhood obsession—
Posted in Artists M-S, Digital, Prints | Permalink | Comments (0) | TrackBack (0)
playing with dolls. Fantasy, escapism, human cruelty and disguise are reoccurring themes
explored within his dramatic narratives. Betraying the seemingly child-like innocence of the
Eric and Heather Chanschatz

figures is their piercing, knowing gaze—exposing inner strength in contrast with their
by darkened “afro heads” piled vertically into columns and varying in size — suggests
fragile physical appearance. Dark details manifest from deep within the artist’s vast
gothic towers and aboriginal totems.
imagination to define simulated realities, transporting the viewer into sanctuaries created for
With each work, Ofili started by consciously considering the width of the column,
his lost ghost-children who emerge from shadows into safe refuge, carrying macabre
discovering and breaking the tension of the blank page. As the series progressed,
secrets and hidden truths.
conceptions of blackness also figured as a way to understand the margin. Moving
transformed this idea, as he left a metropolitan center — London — for a place on the
ABOUT THE ARTIST
Ray Caesar was born in 1958 in London. At an early age, his family moved to Toronto, fringe of cultural activity — Trinidad. Formally, however, the series was not affected by the
Canada, where he currently resides. From 1977—80 he attended Ontario College of Art, changes in the landscape. Unlike much of his other work, he tried to confine the
followed by 17 years from 1980—96 working in the art & photography department of the relationship to the structure of the idea. As Cameron Shaw states in the catalogue essay,
“Ultimately, the significance is in the arrangement . . . Like an automatic drawing, notebook
Hospital For Sick Children in Toronto, documenting disturbing cases of child abuse,
surgical reconstruction, psychology, and animal research. Coupled with inspiration from doodle, or physical meditation, his intention was to disappear into the action, while simply
surrealists Kahlo and Dali, Caesar’s experiences at the hospital continue to influence his maintaining awareness of its natural direction.”
artwork. His haunting imagery is created digitally using 3D modeling software called
Maya, mastered while working in digital animation for television and film industries from Chris Ofili was born in 1968 in Manchester, England, and currently lives in Trinidad. He
was the recipient of the 1998 Turner Prize, and his recent solo exhibitions include Devil’s
1998—2001. In 1999, Caesar received a Primetime Emmy Nomination for Outstanding
Pie, David Zwirner, New York (2007); The Blue Rider Extended Remix,
Special Effects in a series.
kestnergesellschaft, Hannover, Germany (2006); The Upper Room, Tate Britain, London,
England (2005); Afro Muses, The Studio Museum in Harlem, New York (2005); and
Within Reach, British Pavilion, 50th Venice Biennale, Venice, Italy (2003).

You might also like:

In October, Rizzoli will publish the first major monograph on the artist. The book
encompasses Ofili’s entire oeuvre, and includes over 200 color images. The book includes
a foreword by Peter Doig, an interview between the artist and Thelma Golden, and essays
by others, including David Adjaye on The Upper Room, Okwui Enwezor on Within Reach,
Carol Becker on The Holy Virgin Mary; and short texts by Kara Walker and Cameron
Shaw.

Ray Sell

Joel Beckwith

Chris Ofili
Posted in Artists A-F, Prints | Permalink | Comments (2) | TrackBack (0)

LinkWithin
Pictured above: Afro Margin Four, 2004, pencil on paper, 40.16 x 26.46 inches, 102 x 67.2 cm

Technorati Tags: art, artist, digital imagry, print, printmaking, Ray Caesar
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Chris Ofili

Chris Ofili works in painting, sculpture, printmaking, and graphite drawing. Begun in
2004, while Ofili was still living in London, his most recent work, the Afro Margin series,
continued after he moved to Trinidad in 2005, and was finally completed in 2007. Known
primarily for his bold, large-scale paintings, these intimate drawings reveal Ofili to be a
master draughtsman. In this exquisite series, Ofili employs his distinguished “afro heads,”
a signature motif he began working with in the early 1990s. Here the “margin” — created

Posted in Artists M-S, Drawings, Painting, Prints, Sculpture | Permalink | Comments (0) |
TrackBack (0)
Technorati Tags: art, artist, Chris Ofili, drawing, paint, painter, painting, prints
Reblog (0) | Digg This | Save to del.icio.us | Tweet This!

Eric and Heather Chanschatz

Eric and Heather Chanschatz are New York City based artists who have teamed up in a
novel way to create a giddy and vibrant look to their prints. The two artists Eric Chan and
Heather Schatz scramble their names into a tidy corporate unit and have been a collaborative
team for nearly 25 years. And their work coincides with a number of themes floating
through art at present: the use of systems, especially digitally based; the overlap of the

organic and the artificial, and the fine line between art and commerce. (Mr. Chan and Ms. Technorati Tags: art, artist, Joel Beckwith, print, printer
Schatz routinely solicit corporations to donate materials for their work.) Their recent work
Reblog (0) | Digg This | Save to del.icio.us | Tweet This!
is offered through the Saatchi Gallery webaite.

Posted in Artists A-F, Prints | Permalink | Comments (0) | TrackBack (0)
Technorati Tags: art, artists, Chanschatz, Eric Chan and Heather Schatz, prints

David Itchkawich
David Itchkawich is best known for his etchings which are intricate surrealistic scenes of
worlds that are at once familiar and old fashioned but also timeless and fascinating. Here
are some examples of his work through the Elaine Beckwith Gallery.
Since settling in Maine, David has been getting back to drawing. His local scenes of empty
streets evoke the same haunting and nostalgic environment as his lithographs.

Reblog (0) | Digg This | Save to del.icio.us | Tweet This!

Joel Beckwith

David exhibits every year at the Greenwich Village Art Show in New York. Below are a
couple of examples of his etchings with their wonderful and haunting themes.

Joel Beckwith is a contemporary American etcher who studied art under Thomas Cornell at
"Serpents in the Meeting House"
Bowdoin College and graduated in 1971.
Since that time he has exhibited his art with such institutions and organizations as the
Society of American Graphic Artists, the Boston Printmakers, Philadelphia Print Club,
Smithsonian Institution and the National Academy of Design. Joel Beckwith's etched art
has received many awards such as, the Stratton Art Festival 1997 Fellowship, the George
Bunker Museum Purchase Award (Philadelphia Print Club) and the Daniel Chester French
Medal of Excellence.
Today his etchings are included in the following collections; the Philadelphia Museum of
Art, the Birmingham Museum of Art, Boston Public Library, Hunterdon Art Center,
National Baseball Hall of Fame, State University of New York, Albany, and Purdue
University.
Posted in Artists A-F, Prints | Permalink | Comments (0) | TrackBack (0)

"Waiting for Godog"
Posted in Artists G-L, Drawings, Prints | Permalink | Comments (2) | TrackBack (0)
Technorati Tags: art, artist, David Itchkawich. etchings, etcher
Reblog (0) | Digg This | Save to del.icio.us | Tweet This!
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David Itchkawich "Waiting For Godog" etching, 1988, signed, titled and numbered Whitney Houston WAITING TO EXHALE POSTER...
8/100 in pencil, very good condition. 3.75 x 5.875in. Estimate -

Rachel Davis Fine Arts

2004 | USA

Lot 644 | David Itchkawich "Waiting For Godog"
etching, 1988, signed, titled and numbered 8/100 in
pencil, very good condition. 3.75 x 5.875in. Estimate -

Whitney Houston WAITING TO EXHALE POSTER...
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Estimated Price:
After Auguste Renoir, French (1860-1942)...
Login or subscribe to view price data.
David Itchkawich "Waiting For Godog" etching, 1988, signed, titled and numbered 8/100
in pencil, very good condition. 3.75 x 5.875in.
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Hot trends

C. T. Chew

2010

Finished Poster
Original artistamp by
buZ blurr.

Intermediate State

Homage to buZ blurr
Offset Lithograph, 38"H x
27"W, 2010

Waiting for Godog

Four New Woven Items!

Essay

"On Waiting for
Superman"
The artist muses about
education.

Shapes
A new sheet of stamps from
Triangle Post!
11"H x 8.5"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

Work in Progress 9/22/10:

Works Illustrating Poems by Walt Whitman
Recently a friend mentioned Walt Whitman and how beautiful, insightful
and timeless his work is even though he wrote more than a century ago. I
had read Whitman, but the resonance his words carry for me now is far
greater than in my youth. I decided to let his inspiration help me create a
number of prints illustrating different poems. This is an ongoing project.

Unfolded
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 15"H x 20"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details
A Clear Midnight
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 15.5"H x 20"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

To You
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 15.5"H x 20"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

Come, said my Soul
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 20"H x 15"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

Miracles
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 20"H x 15"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

Spontaneous Me
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 15"H x 20"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

What is the grass?
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 16.25"H x 20"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

And to die is different from what
any one supposed, and luckier.
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 15"H x 20"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

A Commission In Progress!

Read all about it! In 2035 young architect Stanley
Greenhorn invents living buildings which remove
CO2 from the atmosphere. Global climate change is
reversed. As an old man he attends opening night
of the yet still popular Broadway musical,
Greenhorn!. More...

Greenhorn's Desk

The Almost Gone Series
For a number of years I have been fascinated by the beauty of
what is not there, what is missing, or what has been alterd or
destroyed. Imagine yourself in a museum. The work you have
come to see is gone, the frame empty, and in its place is a
small note card saying, "Object on loan to the Museo
Conceptual de Madrid." I sense beauty and humor hides in that
void.

On Loan
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 21"H x 15"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

Lucky Numbers
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 21"H x 15"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

A number of you quite correctly pointed out that I did not
actually have a show at the J. Paul Getty Center , June 29September 25. I even went so far as to contact the curator
there, a Mr. John A. Giurini, Assistant Director, Public Affairs, to
ask him about this. His pleasant reply was, he had no
knowledge of any such exhibition. Here is the deal...When you
are a pretty good artist and 62 years of age and the Getty or
Whitney or MOMA have never shown any interest in your work,
the chances of getting a shows there in your lifetime are
hovering close to 0 (zero). That should not stop you from
pretending that you had a show(s) there!

30 Years Ago!

Fresh Out of Luck
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 21"H x 15"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

World's Best Colors
Print: Giclée on Paper, Limited
Edition of 50,
Aspect: 21"H x 15"W, 2010
Enlarge/Details

From our archives! A video
of the
sacrifice of the Prehistoric
Post Office,
August 23, 1980
Play video (at YouTube)

Want to learn more about Prehistoric Post Office?
Enter here...

Contact
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6/30/99: Momo Ramblette!
Check the Linkorama for additional store listings, thanks to a flurry of
contributions. We'll be adding maps and directions as soon as possible.
Also: apologies to all who are waiting for email from me. I am now officially two
weeks backlogged, with no end in sight. Please be patient! Thanks...
(At left, a blurry X-file shot that circulated during Monday's Cafe Chogokin Chat
from Masato Shono of the impending Marmit Liger. Raiger. Laiger. Lager.)
Finally, check back tommorow for some travel announcement Ramble!
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Blue brick wall on a blue sky backdrop. Detmar's Automotive building, west side. Guelph.
Oct 16th.
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About Me
Diogenes Montesa Baena
Canada
As a bio-medical photographer, photography is my job. It is also my hobby, my excuse to
go for a walk, a means for getting to know people and places, and a sort of medication,
therapy for the soul. I am a generalist, applying the basics of photographic technique and
composition to different disciplines: architecture, socio-documentary, events, and
landscapes. The one area I do love to do, and I thrive on the pressure and excitement of it
all, is wedding photography!! Please have a look at how I shoot weddings, and if you like
my style and approach, shoot me an email: elementalview@gmail.com If you like my style
and approach, I am also available for your photo projects!
View my complete profile
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Sunday, October 10, 2010
iPhone Diaries #250: "Images from the Ancaster Old Mill"

Scenes from a smallish, intimate wedding last night at the Ancaster Old Mill. Great, downto-earth, beautiful couple with wonderful guests in a delightful venue on a warm fall
October day. (Squash soup, shrimps, scallops, sea bass on a bed of basmati rice, greens
with sugared walnuts, and the best gelato this side of College Street.)
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Thursday quickies
Gasoline Alley, 9/15/11

In attempting to banter with a rustic innkeeper, Nina reveals far, far too much about her and
Skeezix’s sex life.
Pluggers, 9/15/11

Pluggers are haunted by the fear that if they were to die, neither they nor anyone else would
notice.
This entry was posted on Thursday, September 15, 2011 at 08:23 am and is filed under
Gasoline Alley, Pluggers. |
1
Like

Advertise here!

241 responses to “Thursday quickies”
1.

Pozzo
September 15th, 2011 at 8:24 am [Reply]

Meanwhile, in “Gasoline Alley,” an enormous cat has just dropped in on his way to
his “Mark Trail” gig.
2.

MT: Hunh. I did not know that the Princess telephone was named after a dog.
JP: “In fact, as we speak, I’m in the process of achieving more than you in the
breast department, too!”
MW: Somewhere, Karen Moy is chortling evilly and cackling, “And you thought
that watching two people sitting in a diner endlessly rehashing this situation was
boring? I’ll give you boring, suckahs! Bwahahahahaha!”
RA: Today’s strip explains why Donna A. Lewis has a nationally syndicated
comic: She pays to not do it very well.

Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 8:25 am [Reply]
For everyone who mentioned O. Henry/Cisco Kid/Leo Carrillo in the last thread,
there’s also a strong comic strip connection. Jose Luis Salinas and Rod Reed
produced a Cisco Kid newspaper strip, syndicated from 1951 to 1967:
http://threemeninatub.blogspot.com/2009/01/jose-luis-salinos.html
9.

Calvin's Cardboard Box
September 15th, 2011 at 8:33 am [Reply]
Pluggers – Read the obits before the comics, because starting your day with Funky
Winkerbean is just too morbid.
MW – It is now Thursday. The plot has not advanced one iota so far this week.
Four days and counting of Gina sitting in front of a laptop thinking about the search
process. And for those of you who are still overwhelmed by the breakneck pacing,
next week will feature the plot actually regressing, as Gina forgets how to spell
Bobby Black’s name and has to call up her parents for help, then discovers that
Windows is rebooting in order to install new security patches.
Rose is Rose – Don’t get your hopes up, lil kid. After they are done staring at the
moon, mom and dad will likely head to the garage and spend the rest of the night
blowing bubbles. Looks like another evening of eating half-mixed brownie batter
over the sink for dinner, then tucking yourself into bed.

3.

Chyron HR
September 15th, 2011 at 8:29 am [Reply]
Thanks, Josh. My day just wouldn’t be complete without the opportunity to ogle a
90-year-old woman’s ass.

4.

Effluvius Erratus
September 15th, 2011 at 8:30 am [Reply]
Josh is a terrible terrible racist. Josh the parrot, I mean.

5.

But What Do I Know?
September 15th, 2011 at 8:30 am [Reply]
FC — The answer is “no,” Jeffy. Get used to hearing it.
SM — What? The Amusing Spider Man does guest appearances? When did this
10. endless sky
start?
September 15th, 2011 at 8:34 am [Reply]
MT — “Andy can’t understand why he is penned and can’t follow his friend.” That
@Chyron HR (#3): Hey, her ass isn’t so bad for a 90-year-old. (She could do some
makes two of us, Andy.
work on her thighs, though)
GT — “My Bobby’s opening some huge holes here, coach.” Sorry, but that
sentence is never going to sound anything but weird no matter the context.
11. Lorne
September 15th, 2011 at 8:38 am [Reply]
Rocky Stoneaxe
“Y’all got proof yo’ is married? Heh! Heh! Just kiddin’! This state’s Innkeepers
September 15th, 2011 at 8:30 am [Reply]
Anti-Adulterite Statute was repealed two years ago. However, the Innkeepers AntiThe orange tabby is leering at Nina’s Grandmom jeans!
Sodomite Law is still good. Y’all got proof yo is a man an’ a woman?”

6.

7.

Chareth Cutestory
September 15th, 2011 at 8:33 am [Reply]
You’re a plugger if you pore over the obits looking for news clippings of your
victims.

8.

bourbon babe, unbuckled
September 15th, 2011 at 8:33 am [Reply]

12. bourbon babe, unbuckled
September 15th, 2011 at 8:40 am [Reply]
@bats :[ (#y183): Hee! Thank you for my second LOL (please don’t whack me
with a stick, Rat!) moment of the day; the first was courtesy of Richard Thompson.
Maybe Ma McQueen will just accumulate people and critters in her pen for the next
week or so: Rusty, Kelly Welly, Johnny Malotte, Johnny Malotte’s wife, Johnny
Malotte’s 10 children, six or seven geese waiting to be banded, an oversized

squirrel, Sneaky, Doc, Cherry, Editor Bill, Mark’s friend in the local office, fellow!,
and a miscolored duck. Finally, Mark will look around in surprise: “Say, where did
everyone go?” And then he’ll go back to fishing until he gets a hankering for
pancakes.
13. S. Stout
September 15th, 2011 at 8:42 am [Reply]
Luann: I’m reaching my limit with these awful characters. Crystal being a huge
bitch has been the punchline for a week straight. It’s not funny, it’s shallow and
pathetic. If Evans can’t make me care about even one of his protagonists, I’m not
sure why I read this strip.
14. MyUsernamesMud
September 15th, 2011 at 8:42 am [Reply]
Grandma Wallet’s got a pretty straight face in the last panel there. I’d like to think
she’s just passive-aggressively shouting “heh” at the man.
15. Effluvius Erratus
September 15th, 2011 at 8:45 am [Reply]
@bourbon babe, unbuckled (#12):
And then he’ll go back to fishing until he gets a hankering for pancakes.
And it’s then, and only then, when he can’t find Cherry to make him a short stack,
that the punching begins!
16. yellojkt
September 15th, 2011 at 8:49 am [Reply]
My eyes still need bleach from the day I googled “pony play”. Thanks for adding
“geriatric” to the mix.
17. nescio
September 15th, 2011 at 8:53 am [Reply]
Bizarro: I think this would be better as an anemic kid selling clean blood samples.
Pluggers: “You know, you don’t have to look for your wife’s obituary in there.
Just wait until you see Chicken and Dumplings on our special board, and you’ll
know.”
18. ArchieNemesis
September 15th, 2011 at 8:53 am [Reply]
Dear Jack Elrod:

Please desist from having your Mark Trail characters talk to dogs in full complex
sentences. My beautiful wife does this with our dog, and though I love her with a
passion, it’s making me a little batty listening to the one-sided conversations. I don’t
think it’s great for the dog either, as he sits with tongue lolling, straining to pick out
one of the few words he understands, like “walk” or “food,” from a long sentence
asking him about his day and how he is feeling.
19. Mibbitmaker
September 15th, 2011 at 8:55 am [Reply]
BBlues: “Yabba dabba screw you, kid!” — Fred Flintstone.
Blondie:
1) Dagwood doesn’t care about his own home.
2) Blondie hates her husband.
9CL: No, actually, she’s in deep communication with some wacko named
McEldowney.
Curtis: Goody! Then, all our problems will be over!
DT: “Darrrr… muh-nee!”
FW: She’s doing the old guy’s old material… and not better.
ReFOOB: Keep going with that, Lizzie.
GT: Depending on how you read it, it could be an offensive line.
H&L: About like just about any actual “study” that gets in the news.
JP: That, and the family smug.
MG&G: That one will be aimed at Mike Peters.
MW: Don’t forget “boring”. Bourbon babe, unbuckled, didn’t.
20. bourbon babe, unbuckled
September 15th, 2011 at 8:56 am [Reply]
OBH: Today’s strip has a message of which the Didactic Duo can approve.
21. Scott Bot
September 15th, 2011 at 8:58 am [Reply]
GT – I think I speak for a lot of people when I ask ‘Are we gonna get to a plot of
some sort soon?’
MT – ‘Andy sits frustrated, and can’t understand why he wasn’t allowed to get
any.’
RMMD – Missing fourth panel: ‘You’re welcome, Kelly, but your ass is still
grounded.’ Well, that’s the way it would have worked out with my mom.
22. Snowshoecat
September 15th, 2011 at 9:01 am [Reply]
Well today’s crop o’ comics (crop?) was certainly educational. We have a twentysomething (MW) taking week after dreary week to explain about her undying love

for a 14 year old dream, followed by the requisite endless computer search…. No,
wake me when Bobby finally shows up so I can find out whether he turns out to be
a hunk or loser.
Then we learn that pubescent girls (JP) don’t look anything like they did when I
was in high school. Those breasts show up only in comics and porn.
Then we learn that the joke my grandfather used to tell about reading the obits to
make sure he was still alive is still hilarious.
Wake me when Bobby shows up.

NS: NSFBG!!!!
R&R: yup. works every time.
Bizarro: umm, ew? (same with MG&G.)
Mutts: ackpht! OOOP!
MT: o dear. more hostility that isn’t understood.
RwO: heee!
JP: arch those shoulders, Sophie, that’s the girl. Abby has taught you well.
26. Scott Bot
September 15th, 2011 at 9:11 am [Reply]
MT – Grandma What’s-Her-Name appears to be feeding the note to Princess.
Wouldn’t that delay the delivery process some?

23. Comcis Fan
September 15th, 2011 at 9:09 am [Reply]
Blondie: We spend a lot of time ragging on Les Moore, but is he that much more
annoying than Blondie Bumstead? OK, of course he is, but Blondie really gets a
free pass, probably because she’s a buxom blonde. Not being blinded by buxom
blondeness, I am annoyed. Sure, Blondie has a business, but mostly she shops and 27. Mark B
September 15th, 2011 at 9:15 am [Reply]
makes honey-do lists for her husband, over whom she exerts steely control
That mountie is a pretty crappy excuse for a son. Letting his mother live alone
disguised as cuteness. I don’t like it. If you’re going to force your husband to spend
without any means of communication except husky courier. I think he’s expecting
his weekend repairing the roof — and I’m not sure that Dagwood has demonstrated
to come to visit one Thanksgiving and find a dried out corpse, and then the farm
a facility for roof repair — show yourself as the frosty task-mistress you are. Geez,
will be all his.
if memory serves, didn’t Dagwood sacrifice a family trust-fund fortune in order to
marry this woman, thus forcing him to spend his years being emotionally abused by
J.C. Dithers? Give your husband a break, Blondie.
28. sporknpork
September 15th, 2011 at 9:17 am [Reply]
Pluggers is an obituary on the comics page, amirite?
24. pugfuggly
September 15th, 2011 at 9:10 am [Reply]
Pluggers: It’s a shame that pluggers don’t read the ‘news’ section of that
newspaper. If they did, they might read that expose on the contents of the breakfast 29. Scott Bot
September 15th, 2011 at 9:17 am [Reply]
sausage at their favourite ‘cafe’.
@pugfuggly (#24): a TANTALIZING PROPOSAL from a deposed Nigerian
Speaking of which, do pluggers go to ‘cafes’? This is the heartland, damnit, and we
monarch???
go to truckstops, wafflehouses and drive-throughs. KA-fay? Sorry, Rusky, we
Shame on you for revealing the next Mary Worth plot.
don’t go in for none of that for’n food….
A3G: Now that we’ve been sufficiently bored by Lu Ann and the blondest family
reunion ever, we can return to being bored by Margo and Tommie discussing
30. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
something mildly entertaining without showing it.
September 15th, 2011 at 9:17 am [Reply]
MW: AND THE SEARCH CONTINUES! What will happen to our heroine next
@ArchieNemesis (#18): I do believe there’s a Far Side demonstrating the folly of
in the course of her exciting quest?? a POP-UP AD? a FRIEND REQUEST?? a
that.
TANTALIZING PROPOSAL from a deposed Nigerian monarch??? STAY
@bourbon babe, unbuckled (#20): I thought you’d like that one. except for the
TUNED!
whole “dying” part.
25. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 9:10 am [Reply]
A&J: you can’t have enough sexy nighties. just sayin’.
Lio: available at your local supermarket. if you can get there in time. . . .

31. Comcis Fan
September 15th, 2011 at 9:20 am [Reply]
Zits: Funny, despite the hint of that unfortunate “Zits” intergenerational-incest vibe.
Hector rocks.

MW: For goodness sake, Gina, red-shirt-blue-pants man is right in front of you. He
of an art gallery?
was right behind you at the last library/coffee shop you used for your Bobby
search. He seems to be sleuthing the web for someone, too. Look up from your
37. Esther Blodgett
screen, woman. It’s Bobby Black, wearing the same outfit he did when you were
September 15th, 2011 at 9:31 am [Reply]
last together, stuck in the past and looking for you, too. Either that, or he’s just
PBS: I can’t really defend Goat this time around. Sorry, Goat.
some guy and Bobby is in exotic Bora Bora with his wife, using the free tickets his
Pluggers: Are just damn creepy.
sister Jill gave him.
GT: I’m going to pretend that if I understood football lingo a bit better, this
wouldn’t sound like the beginning of an unusually inept porno. Please don’t
32. Scott Bot
interrupt my pretending. Please.
September 15th, 2011 at 9:21 am [Reply]
HotC: Precocious Daughter and I both got a big laugh out of this. I feel almost hip.
Pluggers – Reading the obits first is the oldest Plugger joke in the world, but you
have to admit the smartass comment from the waitress is pretty damned funny. I
38. Mary Worthless
may have to use that on some of the wife’s relatives.
September 15th, 2011 at 9:31 am [Reply]
Mary Worth is a mouthpiece for the neo-Luddite underground.
33. Comcis Fan
Kindles bring the word of Satan into the hands of children (and Dr. Jeff).
September 15th, 2011 at 9:22 am [Reply]
Texting will KILL people requiring proper nursing.
@pugfuggly (#24):
Social media and searching the Interwebs will bring back your old boyfriend who is
Your MW snark is COTW material.
now a made man with the Mob and now will have to travel to your coffe shop to
take you out.
Read Mary Worth if you want the TRUTH about evil technology.
34. ArchieNemesis
September 15th, 2011 at 9:23 am [Reply]
@Snowshoecat (#22): I think you called it a few weeks ago when you predicted
39. Liam
September 15th, 2011 at 9:31 am [Reply]
that Bobby would be ridiculously hunky and available. Of course, if that’s the case,
I get half that joke about “kaviar” and I don’t want to get the other half.
he’ll probably be aiming a little higher than coffee-shop waitress when it comes to
female companionship. (I still insist that he’s the editor at High Times magazine.)
40. Doctor Handsome
September 15th, 2011 at 9:32 am [Reply]
35. Kibo
September 15th, 2011 at 9:29 am [Reply]
So it’s the “Mr. & Mrs.” part that sounds made up? Not “Wallet?”
“Gasoline Alley” demonstrates good psychology: To a family whose lives depend
on selling automotive fuel, nothing is kinkier than riding a horse.
If you think the ponyplay in “Gasoline Alley” is warped, wait’ll Marvin checks into 41. ArchieNemesis
September 15th, 2011 at 9:35 am [Reply]
the bridal suite. (He won’t need room service, he’ll bring his own “kaviar”.)
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#30):
My apologies to anyone who knows German sexual slang.
Good call on the Far Side cartoon:
What Dogs Hear
36. Liam
September 15th, 2011 at 9:30 am [Reply]
42. Dennis Jimenez
FC-Sorry Jeffy but that is Mommy’s valium. Now take your Flinstones chewable
September 15th, 2011 at 9:36 am [Reply]
cyanide.
GA – I’m thinking it’s the white haystack that delivered the clever retort – certianly
MT-That is so sweet Andy wants Princess more than Mark wants Cherry.
not Clovia. BTW, I’m hoping cougar will tear them all limb from limb, I mean as
JP-Sophie is hoping to be a bigger overachiever than you and by overachiever I
long as it’s a color strip….
mean breast size.
Pluggers – Oh come on Polly Bergen style sassy waitress – we all know a plugger
A3G-I don’t understand Margo’s project. Is she going to be filming the renovating

reads the Arrests and Court Reports, and then the Give Away classifieds, before
they get to either the obits or comics….
Adios Amigos, DJ.
43. pugfuggly
September 15th, 2011 at 9:37 am [Reply]
@Scott Bot (#29):
“So Gina, did your internet searching help you find Bobby?”
” &*$@ Bobby! I’m going to be crown princess of Yorùbáland, as soon as I can
figure out how PayPal works…!”
@Comcis Fan (#33):
You are too kind….!
@Doctor Handsome (#40):
So it’s the “Mr. & Mrs.” part that sounds made up? Not “Wallet?”
That’s code in those parts for ‘There’s a 20 in it for you if you keep your mouth
shut about me and my ‘wife’ “

48. [Old Man] Muffaroo
September 15th, 2011 at 9:48 am [Reply]
Boffo – The Great Wall of China that I’ve been on has paved walkways and steps
between two brick/stone walls. This one seems to consist of one brick wall that you
can sort of walk on. It might be an okay wall, or even a good one, but great?
Hardly.
Gil – “My Bobby’s opening some huge holes, Coach!”
Jeez, the kids today aren’t even bothering with euphemisms any more, are they?
Popeye – This nonstop parade of weird critters who make one sound over and over
makes me wonder just a little what “Twing” and “Twong” are supposed to sound
like. Is it some kind of onomatopoeia, or is it a talking creature that only says two
things? I’m trying to imagine it as a sound effect, but all I come up with is that it’s
the sound of a couple of panels that have to be filled with something.
R=R – The strip is finding is Platonic plateau of Peak Gumbo. No humor, just a
couple of characters explaining stuff. This could be the cover and title for a
collection of strips: call it “Two Idiots Staring at the Moon.”

44. Snowshoecat
September 15th, 2011 at 9:42 am [Reply]
@ArchieNemesis (#34): MW– I’m just waiting. Maybe I have my hopes up too
high that Gina’s dream, Bobby, will dash her fantasy on the cruel rocks of reality.
Just like you said! Can we hope that you called it?

49. [Old Man] Muffaroo
September 15th, 2011 at 9:48 am [Reply]
@Snowshoecat (#22): No, wake me when Bobby finally shows up so I can find out
whether he turns out to be a hunk or loser.
“Here’s why it took so long to find him: He changed his name to Poindexter!”

45. Ned Ryerson
September 15th, 2011 at 9:45 am [Reply]
MT: “Andy can’t understand…”
“Mollie doesn’t understand…”
“The little dog doesn’t understand…”
Is there anything more annoying in the pantheon of Mark Trail idiocy than these
declarations?

50. Scott Bot
September 15th, 2011 at 9:54 am [Reply]
Pluggers/Mary Worth – In the ultimate comics crossover, Plugger Robert Black
reads the personal columns, and is delighted to see an ad from a waitress named
Gina who is looking for her long lost love Bobby.

46. Greg
September 15th, 2011 at 9:45 am [Reply]
GA: Please tell me some kid is playing the “Deliverance” theme (that’s what it’s
called, right?) on his banjo outside on the porch. Because then we could have…
uh… forced sodomy and death. Heh! Heh!
47. Calvin's Cardboard Box
September 15th, 2011 at 9:45 am [Reply]
JP – In context, I believe “overachiever” is a reference to Sophie’s push-up bra.

51. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 9:54 am [Reply]
@ArchieNemesis (#41): ayup! that’s the one.
my personal favorite is “My name is NoNoBadDog, what’s yours?”
52. wossname
September 15th, 2011 at 9:57 am [Reply]
@bourbon babe, unbuckled (#12): And Sassy! Sassy’s got to be there.
53. Chip Whittle
September 15th, 2011 at 9:59 am [Reply]

Bleeker: The robot dogs have taken to subliminally rewriting their owners’
happen if a Spong encountered an Oid? Unspeakable filth, that’s what!
personality sooner than we anticipated.
Crankshaft: Hey, isn’t this a recap of how Old Bitter Woman ruined her sister’s
58. terrapin
One True Romance and kept her separated from her beau until shortly before their
September 15th, 2011 at 10:16 am [Reply]
deaths? Man, that was a fun story, wasn’t it?
A3G- Meanwhile, Lu Ann’s “ring” is a tiny camera and Paul’s entire family are
Family Circus: I like that Jeffy himself has been put in a featureless white space, a
watching her bath. “She’s thinking about me again.” Paul says.
childproof cap of his own little universe.
FC- Oh Jeffy…you idiot.
Mandrake: Gosh, but I am riddled with suspense at how all these old stories are
MW- Gina! I found your Bobby! He’s opening some huge holes over on Gil
being flashed back to and recapped in 1/180th the time it took to tell them originally.
Thorpe!
I wonder if any of them will have relevance to the current sloppily faxed story.
And who isn’t riddled with merriment at someone who lived out The Ransom Of
Red Chief, one of many fine O.Henry stories that nobody actually reads?
59. Chyron HR
Mark Trail: Andy can’t understand why he is penned and can’t follow his friend.
September 15th, 2011 at 10:17 am [Reply]
Neither can the audience. Jack Elrod’s a little wobbly on it too–SQUIRREL!
Popeye – “I summon Kuriboh, in attack mode!”
Popeye: I don’t even know whether I’m enjoying Popeye ironically or not
anymore. But it’s making me laugh to the point of tears every single panel at this
point.
60. TheDiva
Spider-Man: Once again, Peter Parker’s scheduling his days by what the magic
September 15th, 2011 at 10:18 am [Reply]
glowy box tells him to do pays off!
Pluggers are depressed, morbid people.
9CL: Okay, let’s just say that hypothetically you somehow find yourself in
conversation with the Creator of the Universe. What would you say to Him/Her/It?
54. UncleJeff
“Why does evil exist in the world?” “Why do we need faith instead of having solid
September 15th, 2011 at 10:04 am [Reply]
proof of your existence?” “Do you really hear prayers, even the silly frivolous ones
Bizarro: Meanwhile in Cartoon Heaven, Charles Schulz and Charlie Brown are
about which team wins the Super Bowl?” “Why…anything, really?” Apparently
wondering what the hell happened to their favorite sport.
Brooke would say “Dude, you wanna watch a hot couple making out in the ocean?”
FW: In other news, apparently Hitler faked his death and has been hiding out in
Funkytown. And no doubt he’s spent every minute of it wishing he had shot
55. bourbon babe, unbuckled
himself in that bunker after all.
September 15th, 2011 at 10:06 am [Reply]
Luann: I know she’s a bit young for the “faded star” bit, but I really want to see
@wossname (#52): How could I forget Sassy?
Tiffany snap and go Norma Desmond on Crystal right now.
Then again, we could end up with an Elrodian version of The Road; instead of a
MW: Day 4 of Gina being fascinated by the blinking text icon in the Google search
post-apocalyptic world, we’ll have a post-penning world, and Mark and Sassy can
box.
take the place of the man and his son, roaming the empty landscape and avoiding
SM: Our hero, ladies and gentlemen!
bands of roving cannibals while Sassy gets into comical scrapes. (“Sassy, what
have you got there? Gosh, it is Rusty’s leg!”)
56. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 10:10 am [Reply]
Zits + Bizarro + Baby Blues = The Aristocrats!
57. wossname
September 15th, 2011 at 10:10 am [Reply]
@[Old Man] Muffaroo (#48): Your Popeye comment reminded me of the walking
penises Oids in the last arc, and then I had a horrifying thought: What would

61. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 10:20 am [Reply]
@Greg (#46): The tune is called “Dueling Banjos”!
@wossname (#57): But would an Oid find a Spong “sponge-worthy”?
62. Scott Bot
September 15th, 2011 at 10:22 am [Reply]
@bourbon babe, unbuckled (#55): Somehow that got me to thinking of an Elrodian
version of A Boy and His Dog, with Mark as Vic and Andy as Blood. Excpet that
instead of Mark wandering about the post-apocolyptic landscape looking for food

and women, he wanders around looking for pancakes and gold bird bands.

MT: Mark will intercept the note that Princess is carrying. I’m not sure what Mark
will do next but it probably will involve punching the begeebers out of everythihg
followed by a stack of pancakes.
Yeah. I think I’m safe with that.

63. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 10:24 am [Reply]
JP, the Next Generation.
Dealing with Invasive Weeds just got REAL! (blows kisses in Poteet’s general
70. Little Guy
September 15th, 2011 at 10:43 am [Reply]
direction.)
S-M: I’m digging out my Blues Brothers soundtrack when Spidey arrives:
I’m just going to leave this one here, and not make any of the half-dozen “clopping”
jokes that sprung to mind. (sfw)
I’m so glad to see so many of you young children here today. And I would
Hammy cosplays as a nursery rhyme character. *looks innocent*
especially like to welcome all the representatives of New York City’s law
FENNEC!!!
enforcement community who have chosen to join us here at Our Lady of the Fallen
lowriders, two versions, same paint scheme.
Bricks Children’s Hospital at this time. I do sincerely hope you all enjoy the show,
and please remember people that no matter who you are and what you do to live,
thrive and survive there are still some things that make us all the same. Me, you,
64. Rocky Stoneaxe
them, everybody, everybody…..
September 15th, 2011 at 10:30 am [Reply]
PBS — LOL (bring it, Brother Rat!)
Non Sequitur — NSFBG (or superherophobes!)
71. Calvin's Cardboard Box
September 15th, 2011 at 10:43 am [Reply]
Luann – Yet another scene of girls putting on makeup. I also like the way that
65. Little Guy
Tiffany barges into the Girl’s Room already talking about her audition – sort of like
September 15th, 2011 at 10:32 am [Reply]
Fonzie’s “office” from Happy Days. And I especially like the way that panel one
@Scott Bot (#62): Please tell me it ends with Kelly Welly as the main dish….
makes it appear that she is not wearing any pants. Ziggy crossover?
66. NoahSnark
September 15th, 2011 at 10:34 am [Reply]
Having to check the obituaries to determine whether they are alive or not can only
mean one thing – Pluggers are undead. Which would explain their reliance on dead
technologies like newspapers.
67. wossname
September 15th, 2011 at 10:35 am [Reply]
@Rocky Stoneaxe (#61): The Oids didn’t seem too fussy back when Olive was
kissing them and making them erupt.
68. Not Just Any Dipstick
September 15th, 2011 at 10:38 am [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#63):Like Fennec, Yoda to me
looks.
69. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 10:40 am [Reply]

72. Joe, the Upper-Evergreen Guy
September 15th, 2011 at 10:47 am [Reply]
Crank: So, we’re back to the depressing story arc of the jealous Lilian, the
heartbroken Lucy and the yearning old man whatever-his-name-is who had his love
letter to Lucy stolen by Lilian….
FW: Gawd. Back to the pestering band fund raisers. At least Gloomy Les is out of
the picture for a little while.
SixChix: Once again, no real point. Is this supposed to be funny?
73. Snowshoecat
September 15th, 2011 at 11:00 am [Reply]
@Calvin’s Cardboard Box (#47):
JP– Sophie’s pushup bra! Why didn’t I think of that in the eighth grade, or
whatever she’s in. Of course, nobody I knew had anything to push up. If ya know
what I mean.
74. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 11:04 am [Reply]
as a squee note, on OCD there are a pair of corgi pups named Radar and Doppler.

I giggled at the concept. :-D
75. Will
September 15th, 2011 at 11:16 am [Reply]
SFx: Why on earth would you stand directly behind a plate glass window, so that
when your neighbor inevitably throws a horseshoe through it, you’ll be showered
with broken glass?
76. Esther Blodgett
September 15th, 2011 at 11:27 am [Reply]
@Little Guy (#70): As earworms go, that’s a good one to have.
77. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 11:40 am [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#74): Some dogs are weird.

81. Walker of Dog
September 15th, 2011 at 11:54 am [Reply]
GT: Linebackers are put out to stud? What an efficient way to breed the next batch.
JP: There’s a teacher somewhere in the classroom, but he’s holding off on starting
class, just in case a girlfight breaks out.
MW: The coffee shop’s wide frontage should make an easy target for any impaired
drivers passing by.
DT: Just because she’s kind of a bitch, Mother McQueen will force her son to dig
her message out of the dog’s crap.
S-M: “That’s right – he’s not juggling kids at a funeral or laminating kids at a
fire station.”
82. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 11:59 am [Reply]
@Sequitur (#77): some dogs SHOULD have their tails outside the car on drives.
SBDs, srsly.

78. geekwhisperer
September 15th, 2011 at 11:44 am [Reply]
83. geekwhisperer
MW & MT
September 15th, 2011 at 12:00 pm [Reply]
The second law of thermodynamics states that a system, without an influx of
@Walker of Dog (#81): Ok, I know you meant MT when you wrote DT. That
energy, will eventually “run down” like a clock that has not been wound. This has
made me spit coffee and is totally COTW material. Not that my opinion matters.
clearly happened to both strips and we are watching the heat death of the universe
played out in the funny pages. Eventually, as the electrons in the atoms that make up
84. Sequitur
the Worthtrailiverses all recede to their lowest energy shells, light itself will stop
September 15th, 2011 at 12:00 pm [Reply]
being emitted. They will be just simple black panels, with the omnipresent Elrod
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#82): Yeah. I met a few of those
bubble on the one (there is no current scientific explanation for why the Elrod
dogs.
bubble persists even in a zero-energy state, but all observations indicate that it
would). It will actually be much easier to draw as the colorists could pretty much
handle it. Let’s fact it, a simple black square is just about as entertaining as either of
85. BigTed
the current storylines.
September 15th, 2011 at 12:19 pm [Reply]
Oh, and Mother McQueen is totally a dude.
In today’s “Dennis the Menace,” we learn that Dennis considers news of murder,
war and natural disasters to be light entertainment that should be accompanied by a
snack.
79. Ned Ryerson
September 15th, 2011 at 11:47 am [Reply]
@Little Guy (#70): Man, I could go for an Orange Whip! Orange Whip? Orange
86. The Ridger
Whip?
September 15th, 2011 at 12:33 pm [Reply]
Three Orange Whips!
@ArchieNemesis (#41): And don’t forget What We Say to Cats
80. Dood
September 15th, 2011 at 11:49 am [Reply]
Gil Thorp: Ease up, friend, and zip up your bobby fer cryin’ out loud.

87. Little Guy
September 15th, 2011 at 12:33 pm [Reply]

GA: Don’t matter what the age of the character. Scancarelli is to bootys as Baretto
is to boobies.
88. Pseudo3D
September 15th, 2011 at 12:36 pm [Reply]
RMMD – It’s kind of creepy that the “mother” looks the same age as the
“daughter”. I don’t know how old the gothish girl is supposed to be (junior high?
high school? college?) but…
89. wossname
September 15th, 2011 at 12:45 pm [Reply]
@The Ridger (#86): Excellent! I had seen the dog cartoon before, but had missed
the kitty version.
90. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 12:50 pm [Reply]
SBDs, srsly. @Sequitur (#84): In fairness, I’m met a few people that should be
dragged into a burning building, but still.
crack a window, doggie!

Popeye – HALLELUJAH! LEAVE IT THERE!
SF – I love this strip.
SM – Oh, look at them. They’re so wrapped up in their stupid argument that they
haven’t even noticed the flying saucers in the background.
92. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 12:53 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#90): Which begs the question,
should a dog with SBDs even go near a burning building?
Why yippy dogs yip.
93. Marc
September 15th, 2011 at 12:55 pm [Reply]
@Calvin’s Cardboard Box (#71): You just said it but wow surprise surprise
another scene of girls putting on make up. I was also going to comment on
Tiffany’s apparent lack of pants in panel 1 too. You are on the ball Calvin. I say it
all the time but I can’t believe an old pervert like Greg Evans still is allowed to do a
strip.
Hi & Lois- Once again Lois looks so completely horrified at something small,
harmless, and utterly unfunny and unoffensive that it makes me wonder if maybe
she makes that face because she is just having a mini stroke every other day.
Family Circus- I’ll remove the lid for you Jeffy if you promise to take the entire
bottle of pills all at once.

91. commodorejohn
September 15th, 2011 at 12:51 pm [Reply]
A3G – Eeeee! Do I ever look forward to seeing what Frank Bolle does with this.
BS – I always figured the day would come when I’d be identifying with a Ballard
94. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
Street character, but I’m a little surprised that it doesn’t involve me going mad and
September 15th, 2011 at 12:59 pm [Reply]
gunning down pedestrians because I see them with mechanical dog-head prosthetics
It’s Rusty!
or something.
Dennis, Margaret, and an explanation why the zombie strips are still around.
Crankshaft – Ha ha! See, it’s funny because this old lady is tormented by memories
memetic reptiles for Poteet.
of how she pettily abused and manipulated her dead sister, and now she can never
pikasquee.
make it up to her, because she’s dead! Ha ha!
Garfield – Well this is some uncomfortable subtext.
95. Anonymous
HOTC – Oh hell yes, this is a crossover I can get behind.
September 15th, 2011 at 1:01 pm [Reply]
JP – Okay, is “Honey” her name, then, or is everybody just being kind of smarmy?
“Nina reveals far, far too much about her and Skeezix’s sex life.”Kind of a low bar,
MT – Andy can’t understand your hostility toward him, Granny!
since revealing it exists probably qualifies.
Marmaduke – For my money, the most horrible Marmaduke strips (yes, this is
quantifiable) are the ones where he’s just standing there, in the middle of an entirely
unrelated gag, just standing there with that horrible soulless expression…
96. Sequitur
*shudder*
September 15th, 2011 at 1:04 pm [Reply]
MW – Did I miss something? When did she visit Brobdingnag?
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#94):
NAOQV – Oh, and since I missed giving credit yesterday, looks like Pab was
being tongue-in-cheek after all. Good.
Dennis, Margaret, and an explanation why the zombie strips are still around.
PBS – Thank you, Rat. Yours is a noble cause.

Well that explains it. They’re really cockroaches.
97. Dood
September 15th, 2011 at 1:06 pm [Reply]
Beetle Bailey: Let me see if I understand this relationship. Sarge is all ten-hut while
Bettle pretends to sleep through it? No wonder they have issues.
98. bats :[
September 15th, 2011 at 1:06 pm [Reply]
Cartoonists’ collaborations: not necessarily funnier (or plain funny), but more
surreal…
(Also nice to know we’re heading into a War weekend: All my friends know the
low rider…)
99. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 1:09 pm [Reply]
I’m having a day. I’m searching for squee to keep my BP from spiking.
One Ikkle fennec, Two ikkle fennecs. your brain is now mush.
also, for the ‘mudges who like foxes, check this blog out if you haven’t already.
much squee, some art, very interesting.
100. Crankshafts funky smelling corpse
September 15th, 2011 at 1:14 pm [Reply]
@Chip Whittle (#53):
RE: Cranksaft: Isn’t that just the sweetest thing? And by sweet, I mean in that
cyclamate way that will kill you horribly. God, whatta nasty character.

September 15th, 2011 at 1:17 pm [Reply]
@Sequitur (#77): I could see my spaniel doing that.
103. Crankenstank
September 15th, 2011 at 1:21 pm [Reply]
Speaking as a Plugger, I hope that when I die, I come back as a ghost who sits on
the exact same stoop he sat on in life and searches for my own, never-printed
obituary, for eternity. Hey! It’s a metaphor for the newspaper industry! No wonder
this panel reminded me of _Shoe_.
104. Roktober
September 15th, 2011 at 1:26 pm [Reply]
THIS JUST IN! PLUGGERS IS REALLY A COMIC ABOUT PEOPLE SO
CONSUMED WITH THE BANALITY OF THEIR EXISTENCE THAT THEY
SECRETLY BELIEVE THEY DIED YEARS AGO AND THEY ARE
TRAPPED IN SOME OF KIND OF NO EXIT TYPE HELL!
105. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 1:29 pm [Reply]
@Roktober (#104): waiting for Godog?
106. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 1:36 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#105):
When Pluggers learn to use the internet.
107. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 1:43 pm [Reply]
@Sequitur (#106): they find GoDaddy soon thereafter. . . . .

101. Some Guy
September 15th, 2011 at 1:15 pm [Reply]
A3G: Oh, come on! LuAnn has just proposed to a man she barely knows because
108. AJD
his bland-yet-freaky family told her to, and we’re supposed to be interested in the
September 15th, 2011 at 1:45 pm [Reply]
latest doomed Mills Gallery project?
That plugger is sure going to be surprised when he jumps on over to the comics and
DT: Ooh, fat jokes! Stay classy, Tracy.
finds that he is in there.
H&L: Lois gives a goggle-eyed look of horror in reaction to a lame punchline — is
Shoe celebrating an aniversary? (Either that, or she thinks Ditto really has financed a
behaviourology centre, probably using her credit card.)
109. Ned Ryerson
MT: I don’t buy it; Andy usually understands things a lot better than most of the
September 15th, 2011 at 1:46 pm [Reply]
humans in this strip. He’s not freakin’ Molly.
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#105): Waiting for Go, Dog,
Go! A Cat In The Hat Beginner Existential Drama (for Pluggers)
102. terrapin

110. bourbon babe, unbuckled
September 15th, 2011 at 1:46 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#99): If my brain is already
mush before encountering the squee, what does it become post-squee? Slurry?
Clotted cream?
111. Calvin's Cardboard Box
September 15th, 2011 at 1:47 pm [Reply]
@Walker of Dog (#81):
“(M)T: Just because she’s kind of a bitch, Mother McQueen will force her son to
dig her message out of the dog’s crap.”
Well, with a name like ‘Princess’, the dog is most likely a bitch, but that is still no
reason to make Dudly dig through her crap.
112. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 1:48 pm [Reply]
@Ned Ryerson (#109): And it won’t be long before they graduate to “Shave My
Butt, Mommy!”
113. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 1:57 pm [Reply]
@bourbon babe, unbuckled (#110): I’ll try and let you know once mine
recoagulates.
114. Gold-Digging Nanny
September 15th, 2011 at 2:05 pm [Reply]
Mark Trail: Uh oh, better watch it, Momma McQueen. Bible verse bird-banding
might not be a crime, but dognapping gets you a punchin.’
115. Effluvius Erratus
September 15th, 2011 at 2:05 pm [Reply]
@Mary Worthless (#38):
Read Mary Worth if you want the TRUTH about evil technology.
This is an oldie, but nonetheless relevant. I mean, if Mary Worth is going to recycle
the same old plots, we’ve little choice but to recycle the same old jokes.
116. Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz.

September 15th, 2011 at 2:12 pm [Reply]
How ’bout those saddles and bridles? Heh?… Heh?
117. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 2:22 pm [Reply]
@Ned Ryerson (#79):
Man, I could go for an Orange Whip! Orange Whip? Orange Whip?
Stuttering Stanley! Stuttering Stanley! Stuttering Stanley!
@Crankenstank (#103):
Would your ghost be played by Bruce Willis in the film?
118. Rana the Pedantic Wet Blanket
September 15th, 2011 at 2:23 pm [Reply]
@Pseudo3D (#88): 15. She’s supposed to be 15.
Yeah.
119. Ned Ryerson
September 15th, 2011 at 2:27 pm [Reply]
@Sequitur (#112): Two cheap laffs spring to mind:
“Shave my butt, mommy” = Plugger sweet nothings (or prelude to Plugger kink, if
you’re nasty)
or
Plugger variation on the old insult: “If my husband had a face like yours, I’d shave
his butt and teach him to drive his John Deere riding mower facing backwards.”
120. Mary Worthless
September 15th, 2011 at 2:39 pm [Reply]
@Effluvius Erratus (#115):
The Meddlling Manifesto?
121. Mary Wroth
September 15th, 2011 at 2:56 pm [Reply]
@Mary Worthless (#120): Please use the full title, “Unmeddled Society and It’s
Future.”
The Sexual Revolution and its consequences have been a disaster for the Santa
Royale. They have greatly increased the happiness and well-being of those of us
who are “with it”, but they have destabilized the HOA, have made life unfulfilling
for people who previously had nothing to which to compare their small miserable
lives, have subjected me to indignities (i.e., Charley Smith), have led to widespread
attacks of the vapors (amongst uptight old fogies) and have inflicted severe damage
on outmoded worldviews.

122. Al of the Christian Singles Jungle Patrol
September 15th, 2011 at 3:09 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#99): re the dog pics… Where
my mother was born and raised, they call these “snacks”.
123. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 3:26 pm [Reply]
@Al of the Christian Singles Jungle Patrol (#122): no fan of domestic anklebiters,
but fennecs are foxes, even if some folks do have them as exotics. (youtube has
some examples of a couple in Japan and other places, excessively cute but still
basically a wild animal.)
124. Mary Worthless
September 15th, 2011 at 3:46 pm [Reply]
@Mary Wroth (#121): H
If you happen to get a beige casserole from the UnaMary, DO NOT EAT IT! The
explosive diarrhea will last for weeks.
125. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 3:55 pm [Reply]
@Mary Worthless (#124): Even Ted Kaczynski wasn’t that sick and twisted!
126. terrapin
September 15th, 2011 at 3:59 pm [Reply]
BB- Zorro has left his mark all over Beetle.

I was at a concert once where John McEuen was the opener, playing banjo (and
maybe mandolin and/or guitar as well? been a while) and asked if there were any
requests, which of course prompted someone to shout out “Dueling Banjos!” Since
McEuen wasn’t a duo act, he of course couldn’t play the full version, but since he
gets requests for it (he said), he worked up a solo version. It was four seconds
long.
128. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 4:10 pm [Reply]
GA: I’m wondering what the outhouse will look like.
This is reminding me of the I Love Lucy episode when they were traveling to
California and they stop overnight at a place like this where the “Speciality Of The
House” was cheese sandwiches.

129. The Gringo Kid
September 15th, 2011 at 4:12 pm [Reply]
I’m late to the party today (darn you, employment!), so I hope I’m not treading
where many others have gone before …
Cranky: Ah, the Crankyverse, where sweet dreams consist of remembering how
dickishly you behave to people.
CdS: So, we finally meet Mrs. Fatty Snax Deli from Mutts!
Doones: Yep, Palin was all over that like white on Rice!
Funky: I don’t think Mr. Orwell is interested in your attempts at wordplay and
Newspeak, missy.
Stewed to the Gil: “My Bobby’s opening some huge holes, Coach!”
“Well, tell him to leave the cheerleaders alone and get back here to practice!”
Juggs Parker: Wasn’t this an old Mad magazine staple — Smug vs. Smug?
Mark Fail, panel one: “Here, Princess! Lick this tab of acid, and the trip will go a
lot faster!”
NAOQV: Man, somebody was sure following this week’s Mudges discussion!
Plug-grrrrs: Maybe he should put down the paper entirely and log onto the Comics
Curmudgeon … Oh, yeah, I almost forgot: Pluggers don patronize coffeehouses
with WiFi.
Sally 4th: Praise God! Praise the Lord! Praise God! Praise the Lord!

127. [Old Man] Muffaroo
September 15th, 2011 at 4:08 pm [Reply]
@Rocky Stoneaxe (#61): The tune is called “Dueling Banjos”!
Published as “Feuding Banjos,” then rearranged some for banjo and guitar. My
friends Steve and Elaine were visiting us once, and we went to Circuit City and
130. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
looked at CDs. I was standing and looking at Rhino’s “Appalachian Stomp”
September 15th, 2011 at 4:15 pm [Reply]
collection and Elaine asked what I had. I said it looked like a great basic bluegrass
squee, with unfortunate implications.
collection, and it had Foggy Mountain Breakdown, and Orange Blossom Special,
as above, part 2. (harlequin dane!)
and the Ballad of Freaking Jed Clampett fer Cri Yi, and Dueling Banjos… and
fine, have a pug.
Elaine said, “That’s my brother.” It took me a minute to catch on. Her brother
40K Forest Ranger vehicle needs more dakka.
played the banjo in the famous recording, getting none of the fame or credit for it. I
had heard Elaine’s maiden name before, but never made the connection. So I bought
the CD, and probably put another few pennies in Eric Weissberg’s pocket.

131. The Gringo Kid
September 15th, 2011 at 4:17 pm [Reply]
GA(G): Nina reveals far, far too much about her and Skeezix’s sex life.
That still leaves the question open, Josh: Was she referring to cowgirl, or reverse
cowgirl?
132. Anon
September 15th, 2011 at 4:18 pm [Reply]
MW: Gina continues her search, as the one-legged street performer in the mustard
suit continues his act.
133. The Gringo Kid
September 15th, 2011 at 4:24 pm [Reply]
@Comcis Fan (#23): Blondie really gets a free pass, probably because she’s a
buxom blonde
I am really looking forward to the comix crossover in which Miss Buxley, Aunt
Fritzi, Yenny and all the gals from Juggs Parker pay a visit to Blondie’s deli. Then
the AC breaks down, they’ve find they’re locked in, and the clothes start to peel off
…
Wakes up suddenly
Uh, what? Yes, of course I’m working!
134. UncleJeff
September 15th, 2011 at 4:25 pm [Reply]
Pluggers: When I visited my Plugger-like brother in Phoenix (he’s since moved),
he’d pull out the local newspaper’s obituary section and point out that there seemed
to be nobody who died in Arizona who was born in Arizona. It was very strange.
I used to work at a small town radio station where we’d read the obituaries (good
revenue from the funeral homes).
I got a call one day from a raspy-voiced old man who told me “the only reason I
listen to your radio station is to find out who died.”
135. Scott Bot
September 15th, 2011 at 4:25 pm [Reply]
MW – I’m worried about the gentleman in the blue slacks to Gina’s right. He
appears to be either floating in mid-air, or hanging from the ceiling.
136. littlestevie
September 15th, 2011 at 4:32 pm [Reply]
MW: So let me get this straight: A couple of storylines ago, Fatboy’s daughter was
addicted to the internet and her life crashed down around her. That story’s moral
was: the interenet is evil. Our current storyline has Gina trying to find her long lost

love over the internet. So now the internet is good. I am so confused, unless of
course Bobby turns out to be a serial rapist and ax murderer, then the internet will
still be evil.
137. Anonymous
September 15th, 2011 at 4:33 pm [Reply]
What’s going on in today’s Hagar-why does Helga look so annoyed in the second
panel? Vertical stripes do make you look slimmer surely? Fashion Police, maybe
you can help?
138. ArchieNemesis
September 15th, 2011 at 4:34 pm [Reply]
@Some Guy (#101): Regarding Andy the errant St. Bernard, I think we give him
too much credit. Didn’t Andy blindly stumble into a pit trap recently? Now he
allows himself to be penned? St. Bernards are supposed to be mountain rescue
dogs, but if Mark sent Andy out to an avalanche rescue, he’d fall headfirst into a
crevasse. The dog is heroic but dumb – like his owner.
139. ArchieNemesis
September 15th, 2011 at 4:36 pm [Reply]
@Ned Ryerson (#45): COTW for me.
140. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 4:36 pm [Reply]
@The Gringo Kid (#133): *envisions June Morgan and Yenny having a jut-off*
141. The Gringo Kid
September 15th, 2011 at 4:37 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#140): My head just exploded.
142. The Gringo Kid
September 15th, 2011 at 4:45 pm [Reply]
@UncleJeff (#134): That story reminds me of when I worked in a small-town
newsroom in the South, and a self-styled psychic called the editor to complain that
the horoscope hadn’t been listed in the front-page index that day. The editor listened
patiently, then asked, “If you’re a psychic, why do you need an index to find the
horoscope?”
The psychic ended up complaining to the publisher, but the editor and I spent the
rest of the day in red-faced fits of laughter.
True story!

143. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 4:54 pm [Reply]
Ask Gina for some pumpkin pi?
144. Baka Gaijin
September 15th, 2011 at 4:55 pm [Reply]
From the angle of panel 2 on the raised ponytail, it looks like Gina’s head is getting
ready to take a big steaming dump.
145. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 5:00 pm [Reply]
@Baka Gaijin (#144):
<Maxwell Smart Voice> Ah! The old head anus expelling trick. </Maxwell Smart
Voice>
146. Baka Gaijin
September 15th, 2011 at 5:01 pm [Reply]
Quote least likely to be said by a female in Rex Morgan: “That’s just the butt hair
talking.”
Comic strip most likely to feature talking butt hair: Mark Trail
147. Baka Gaijin
September 15th, 2011 at 5:01 pm [Reply]
@Sequitur (#145): Heh heh.
148. Elk Meadow
September 15th, 2011 at 5:02 pm [Reply]
@pugfuggly (#24):
a TANTALIZING PROPOSAL from a deposed Nigerian monarch???
Oh, please let it be this one! Complete with her one-way ticket to Nigeria!
149. Baka Gaijin
September 15th, 2011 at 5:03 pm [Reply]
“Win” looks at today’s Sally Forth to see what win looks like. Ces, you hit it out of
the ballpark with this one.
150. TheTJ

September 15th, 2011 at 5:09 pm [Reply]
Say… this coffee shop looks nothing like McDonalds.
151. jnoble
September 15th, 2011 at 5:11 pm [Reply]
GA: Heh Heh. I fail to see the humor or get the joke. Heh heh.
Luann: Heh heh. It’s funny ’cause Tiff’s a stupid bitch! Heh heh.
152. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 5:11 pm [Reply]
I’d watch this movie.
153. Little Guy
September 15th, 2011 at 5:12 pm [Reply]
@Rana the Pedantic Wet Blanket (#118): Looks like her Fairy GodBaretto or
Jiminy Manley didn’t visit her yet.
154. Anonymous
September 15th, 2011 at 5:13 pm [Reply]
@UncleJeff (#134): It’s not strange to me. Arizona has had a tremendous amount
of migration into the state from other states. And, in particular, it’s a major
retirement destination.
155. Droopy Says
September 15th, 2011 at 5:16 pm [Reply]
@ArchieNemesis (#138): You’re right. If Andy were a collie, Timmy would have
to rescue him every episode.
156. Walker of Dog
September 15th, 2011 at 5:40 pm [Reply]
Plug: The weary waitress knows the drill. As that Plugger finishes his second cup
of coffee, she slides out the business section and spreads it out on the floor. Then
she gazes wistfully out the window; behind her, the Plugger yells, “Take that, Wall
Street fatcats!”
157. Sgt. Stoned
September 15th, 2011 at 5:42 pm [Reply]
MW: Yes, Gina, the internet really is scary, especially when you find that there are
38,700,000 hits for “Bobby Black” on the Yahoo search engine.
MT: Having found a goose with a gold band inscribed with a Bible verse, The

Crips are enroute to Canada to invade Mother McQueen’s home, even as we speak.
158. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 5:44 pm [Reply]
Spartsqui?

166. bats :[
September 15th, 2011 at 6:22 pm [Reply]
@bats :[ (#98): then again, some CCers just make things so much better (thanks,
Sequitur!)

159. The Gringo Kid
September 15th, 2011 at 5:56 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#152): I take it you’re throwing
out a challenge to Bucky over in Wisky with that, hey?

167. Girl Reporter
September 15th, 2011 at 6:23 pm [Reply]
Pluggers: Mother and Father Girl Reporter called it checking the Irish Sports Page;
who’s up, who’s down.

160. The Gringo Kid
168. zerowolf
September 15th, 2011 at 5:59 pm [Reply]
September 15th, 2011 at 6:25 pm [Reply]
@Baka Gaijin (#146): That last one could be even further extrapolated to:
MW: Ironically, Bobby Black has been looking for Gina ever since he became a
Comic strip most likely to feature talking butt hair getting punched out: Mark Trail.
mob hitman.
161. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 6:00 pm [Reply]
@The Gringo Kid (#159): heh. hazards of sports. I love the weasel clan, but no
love for the football versions of the two biggest!
162. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 6:01 pm [Reply]
@The Gringo Kid (#160): Mark Trail is. . . . .hairy fisting.
163. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 6:01 pm [Reply]
“good night everybody!” (alt: “hellLO, Dingo!”)
164. seismic-2
September 15th, 2011 at 6:02 pm [Reply]
@[Old Man] Muffaroo (#127): For solo versions of that classic tune, it’s hard to
beat Martin Mull’s performance of Duelling Tubas.
165. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 6:16 pm [Reply]
if you liked the squeetah posted yesterday, here’s the adult version. (no, not THAT
adult version, the not puppeh/kitteh version!)
and while I was digging for pics of that breed of dog, I found these for True Fable.

169. Joe Blevins
September 15th, 2011 at 6:34 pm [Reply]
(today’s zomby) AND A WORLD WITHOUT ZINC!
170. Krazy Kat
September 15th, 2011 at 6:38 pm [Reply]
Why, what a lovely little Cafe! It has a folksy charm and aura of authenticity that
will be just perfect for my new slam-poetry performance piece about the rise of
global militarism at the expense of the proletariat. I think I’ll set the dirty mop
bucket of crude oil over here, and… what? What was that, ma’am? You don’t have
slam poetry nights? Are you serious?!? What are you, a McDonalds or something?
171. Chance
September 15th, 2011 at 6:47 pm [Reply]
@Lorne (#11): Well, I did a spit-laugh.
172. zerowolf
September 15th, 2011 at 6:50 pm [Reply]
A3G: Narrator: We’ve secretly replaced Tommy with a bobblehead doll to see if
anyone would notice….”
173. zerowolf
September 15th, 2011 at 6:53 pm [Reply]

GT: Yes, he has, but what happens in the locker room stays in the locker room…
174. zerowolf
September 15th, 2011 at 6:55 pm [Reply]
RMMD: Yes, you will do better. I have enrolled you in Margo McGee’s School
for Wayward Girls.
175. zerowolf
September 15th, 2011 at 6:57 pm [Reply]
PBS: Lo… uhm….
176. Mr K Martin
September 15th, 2011 at 6:58 pm [Reply]
GASOLINE ALLEY: You had to feel sorry for the couples staying in the other
rooms that night, having to listen to the loud and endless role-playing games as
Nina in her Catherine the Great costume kept screaming to a bridled Skeezix “Oh,
Ride me, Mr. Ed!”
177. Red Greenback
September 15th, 2011 at 7:05 pm [Reply]
I don’t follow the Gasoline Alley, I only look at the strip when it’s featured on this
site. So… did Skeezix ever get to take a dump?
178. Sequitur
September 15th, 2011 at 7:12 pm [Reply]
@bats :[ (#166): You’re welcome. It seemed more evil could occur with a straight
razor.
Bwa ha ha ha haaaa!
179. debussy fields
September 15th, 2011 at 7:15 pm [Reply]
Mark Trail– Sgt. McQueen reads mother’s message and responds with a note that
says, “Andy is a friend of mine’s pet dog. Have Princess lead him back here.”
Mother sends Princess back with a note that says: “Andy looks hungry. Should I
feed him before I send him back?” Sgt. McQueen: “That might be a good idea.”
Mother: “Do you know what brand of dog food he eats?” Sgt: “Use your best
judgment.” Mother: “How much should I feed him?” Princess, exhausted, drops
dead at Sgt. McQueen’s feet with the last note. Sgt. McQueen treks all the way to
Mother McQueen’s house with one last note for her: “Fuck it. We’re getting
telephones.”

180. Liam
September 15th, 2011 at 7:26 pm [Reply]
MW-Don’t worry Gina no one is interested in your bland boring life.
181. Vince M
September 15th, 2011 at 7:27 pm [Reply]
@The Gringo Kid (#131): [hands over ears] I CAN’T HEAR YOU LA LA
LAAAA
182. Liam
September 15th, 2011 at 7:29 pm [Reply]
Pluggers-He is reading the obits to figure out how he wants to die. He is leaning
towards autoerotic asphyxiation.
183. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 7:40 pm [Reply]
@Liam (#182): usually if a Plugger dies while ‘scarfing’ it’s at the local buffet.
184. Mr K Martin
September 15th, 2011 at 7:45 pm [Reply]
Sadly, our Plugger friend soon died of a heart attack from the shock of seeing his
picture in the comic section reading the obits.
185. A Woman of a Certain Age
September 15th, 2011 at 7:46 pm [Reply]
It seems to me that daily checking of obituaries is more a function of age rather than
pluggerism. Not only do I check obits in both my local and my hometown paper, I
keep an unofficial tally of age of death to determine how many decedents are
younger than I am. And I am far too cool to be a plugger.
186. wossname
September 15th, 2011 at 7:56 pm [Reply]
@debussy fields (#179): COTW nominee – I’m guffawing here! (Could be due to
the 3 glasses of wine, I suppose.)
187. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 7:57 pm [Reply]
oh, forgot to mention it this morning, but on the webcomics front, I got a big kick

out of GWS, and I sympathize for all who have been there.
188. Just some guy
September 15th, 2011 at 8:06 pm [Reply]
Whoa, this explains everything.
Pluggers are ALREAY DEAD.
Plugger = Zombie
189. Just some guy
September 15th, 2011 at 8:07 pm [Reply]
*D
190. Anonymous
September 15th, 2011 at 8:18 pm [Reply]
@zerowolf (#172): …”this was actually done in 1971. No one has yet noticed.”
191. The Ridger
September 15th, 2011 at 8:42 pm [Reply]
FW: I just this minute had a high school football player at the door, selling stuff for
his team. Strangely, he was not wearing his uniform…
192. Cheeky Wee Monkeys
September 15th, 2011 at 8:55 pm [Reply]
Coffee Lady is trying to de-Plugger the Plugger. But it’s futile, like pouring coffee
on an upside-down cup.

September 15th, 2011 at 9:07 pm [Reply]
@The Ridger (#191): and just what WAS he wearing?
*bow-chikka-bow-wow*
196. Mamzell
September 15th, 2011 at 9:10 pm [Reply]
Hello all,
since there’s no comic builder page anymore, and that there’s no comic page that
displays all the comic we want, what are these days solutions ? I lose too much time
in the morning on different pages to read ‘em all : yahoo comics, gocomics,
washington post comic pages, etc.
thanks !

197. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
September 15th, 2011 at 9:28 pm [Reply]
@Mamzell (#196): pick two, and open ALL the tabs!!!!
yahoo and Chron or any of the sites that have Thing Features (SeaPoI or TimesAlb)
will get the job done. I use Firefox, and TheChron still works fine for me.
oh, and GoComics for My Cage reruns.
198. Mamzell
September 15th, 2011 at 9:54 pm [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando
that makes sense. But having to repeat it everyday is still a drag (or I don’t quite got
it… ?)
thanks !

193. spike
September 15th, 2011 at 8:57 pm [Reply]
@Some Guy (#101): Re: A3G: I was thinking the very same thing, but Lu Ann
will probably make her entrance (avec ring, of course) by Monday.

199. Walker of Dog
September 15th, 2011 at 10:00 pm [Reply]
@Mamzell (#196): I opened up every comic in its own tab, then saved the group as
a new bookmark. So every day, I just open the bookmark and up comes a bunch of
tabs with that day’s strips. This works on Firefox and Internet Explorer.

194. Rixter
September 15th, 2011 at 9:02 pm [Reply]
@The Gringo Kid (#160):
@Baka Gaijin (#146): That last one could be even further extrapolated to:
Comic strip most likely to feature talking butt hair getting punched out: Mark Trail.
Hmmm… so, Mother McQueen has a hairy butt?

200. Mamzell
September 15th, 2011 at 10:02 pm [Reply]
@Walker of Dog
Ohhhhh…. I see ! I feel like an authentic plugger, then… yikes !
thanks !

195. queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando

201. Artist formerly known as Ben
September 15th, 2011 at 10:05 pm [Reply]

Sorry I’m late. Busy day and slow-loading comics.
September 15th, 2011 at 10:31 pm [Reply]
@Calvin’s Cardboard Box (#9): COTW nominee!!!
GA: “Wall little lady, right now we’ve only got ropes and fresh butt plugs in the
bridal suite. I could outfit you with some saddles for a small commission, though.”
Garfield: Cat’s batting around balls of yarn is a fine thing in and of itself and
207. The Gringo Kid
doesn’t need to be used as a metaphor for anything else. Seriously, don’t.
September 15th, 2011 at 10:51 pm [Reply]
MT: Andy doesn’t understand your hostility towards sweet, sweet freedom.
@Mamzell (#196): My advice to you is to start drinking heavily.
MW: It’s a little hard to see why Gina would find the ease of tracking people down
to be “comforting”, or at least it is when you’ve got a sniper’s eye view of her.
Luann: Is crystal going for the Victorian spinster look? Cosplaying Mrs White from
208. kkarenb
the “Clue” board game? What?
September 15th, 2011 at 10:54 pm [Reply]
S-M: There’s no solemn promise that Peter can make that he won’t forget unless
@A Woman of a Certain Age (#185): I got into the habit of checking the obits
someone on TV reminds him about it. That’s our hero all over.
when I worked in an agency whose services included programs for the elderly. I
SFx: Seriously, picture window guy, you need to have a surveyor come out and
still check them, and, like you, I make note of the decedents who are younger than
look at your lot.
me. It’s saddening to read an obituary of a high school classmate I haven’t seen in
H&J: Herb, just because you’re the right height to kiss Jamaal’s ass doesn’t mean
years, or of a doctor I admired. However, unlike you I sometimes wonder if maybe
you have to spend so much time doing it.
I’m turning into a Plugger…
6C: “Maybe we’d have a stronger union if we, like, knew what we did.”
GT: Marty lets out a poignant sigh of repressed desire as he utters the phrase “two
stud linebackers.”
209. DairyStateDad
September 15th, 2011 at 10:54 pm [Reply]
@DairyStateDad (#206): (Posted a little hastily – referring to the Pluggers
202. Mamzell
comment…)
September 15th, 2011 at 10:05 pm [Reply]
(ok, and I didn’t get the reply function on first try… sheesh !!!)
203. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 10:10 pm [Reply]
@bats :[ (#166):
Jeffy needs some of Benny Bell’s “Shaving Cream” to go with his razor:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?NR=1&v=M32Qr5D9AUM
204. Roy
September 15th, 2011 at 10:19 pm [Reply]
Maybe Gina should do a little internet search on Mary Worth, which leaves the
question: If the objects of Mary’s meddling knew what her past performance,
which way would they run?
205. Artist formerly known as Ben
September 15th, 2011 at 10:27 pm [Reply]
@Mr K Martin (#184): Hey, if I saw some fancy pants Droste effect in Pluggers
I’d probably have a heart attack myself.
206. DairyStateDad

210. commodorejohn
September 15th, 2011 at 11:02 pm [Reply]
@Artist formerly known as Ben (#205): Oh man, I remember when Mr. Rogers
did that with a TV set hooked into the studio camera, and my six-year-old mind was
BLOWN, I tell you.
211. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 15th, 2011 at 11:05 pm [Reply]
@Calvin’s Cardboard Box (#9):
Rose is Rose – Don’t get your hopes up, lil kid. After they are done staring at the
moon, mom and dad will likely head to the garage and spend the rest of the night
blowing bubbles. Looks like another evening of eating half-mixed brownie batter
over the sink for dinner, then tucking yourself into bed.
I certainly hope Pasquale remembers to floss his Fanny:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PLdX9ZH83CQ&NR=1
212. seismic-2
September 15th, 2011 at 11:07 pm [Reply]
Actually, Pluggers check the obituaries daily to see whether Reed Hoover has
passed. When he does, they know that their time is up.

213. Artist formerly known as Ben
September 15th, 2011 at 11:08 pm [Reply]
@commodorejohn (#210): Well, Fred Rogers was a mind-blowin’ man.
214. Handsome Paddy
September 15th, 2011 at 11:10 pm [Reply]
Gasoline Alley, where people you don’t know say things that aren’t funny! Heh!
Heh!
215. commodorejohn
September 15th, 2011 at 11:21 pm [Reply]
@Artist formerly known as Ben (#213): He was, he totally was. He had such a
gentle, whimsical show, except he’d go and do things like expose the audience to
the concept of infinite recursion by pointing a camera at a TV set, or hang out with
Stomp…dude was awesome.
216. Mamzell
September 15th, 2011 at 11:21 pm [Reply]
@The Gringo Kid (#207):
That’s what I was doing until now. It didn’t work too well but then some funnies
made more sense.
217. Cloudbuster
September 15th, 2011 at 11:25 pm [Reply]
I wonder if Gina has checked http://www.bobbyblack.com, http://
www.facebook.com/mybobbyblack or http://www.myspace.com/bobbyblack or
even http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bobby_Black? But it’s probably actually http://
hightimes.com/bobbyblack
218. Red Greenback
September 15th, 2011 at 11:32 pm [Reply]
@Star A2000 (#218): How do you feel about bootblacking?
219. Jamus The Bartender
September 15th, 2011 at 11:33 pm [Reply]
Sally Forth: Family Of The Corn ( did anyone else make that joke? I haven’t had
time to go through the comments….)

220. Baka Gaijin
September 15th, 2011 at 11:56 pm [Reply]
@Roy (#204): West. At some point the Pacific will remove them from their misery.
221. Zach
September 15th, 2011 at 11:59 pm [Reply]
Anybody else wondering what happened to the pedophile teacher plotline in Baldo?
He’s got that creepy smile all the time, and then they had that bit last week where
they use the metaphor of a growing flower to represent his penis, and then they
abruptly stop and move on to the usual nothing.
222. Poteet
September 16th, 2011 at 12:25 am [Reply]
@bats :[ (#183): HAR!! “Particularly delighted” is absolutely right!
223. Poteet
September 16th, 2011 at 12:27 am [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#63): YAY!!! I want one!!!

224. Droopy Says
September 16th, 2011 at 12:28 am [Reply]
The Amusing Spiderman: Do it, Spidey, do it! Andy needs company!
Mock Trail: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbsuAbTTsV8
Phantom: Kit, Ernesto is El Guerero Latino. Get the Phantom to explain it to you.
EffYou Wankerbeat: Oh, great, now we’re in for a week of Louse whining to his
agent that Coach infringed on his copyright.
Pluggers: One of those Clint Eastwood/Clyde movies gave the perfect line to a cop:
“Son, you’re a walking violation of every law of nature–but we don’t enforce those
laws!”
225. Maggie the Cat
September 16th, 2011 at 12:28 am [Reply]
I just don’t get Mary Worth’s perspective on technology. If she would just give in
see how she can utilize the web her gray head would nearly burst with glee. Think
about it… Mary using Facebook, Google, and all the other millions of sites with
people’s personal information & gossip…. she could more efficiently meddle the
HELL out of whomever she wanted, whenever she wanted. Sure, there’s the
absence of the thrill of seeing the tears, anger, and guilt live and in person, but still
the depth her meddling would know no bounds.
226. Poteet

September 16th, 2011 at 12:30 am [Reply]
@queek, source of Cuteness, Kawaii Commando (#94): Awww. Thank you for the
memetic reptiles.
227. Poteet
September 16th, 2011 at 12:37 am [Reply]
MT — You know MT is going through a seriously homely sequence when Andy
is the looker.
228.

229.

230.

231.

232.

probably won by this one guy whose photo showed the back of his head, and his
last words were, “I should have spent more time at the office.”
My latest find was Nancy Grace Augusta Wake, a.k.a. “The White Mouse.” I
wonder sometimes if the local newspaper doesn’t put the international ones with the
hometown ones, just to liven up the page.

233. Elk Meadow
September 16th, 2011 at 1:33 am [Reply]
@Maggie the Cat (#231):
I would think that with her loud outburst that the librarian would kick her out,
Westville Oncologist$$$$$
although with the expressions on their faces, I would think that the other patrons
September 16th, 2011 at 12:58 am [Reply]
were also her former skateboarding friends, ready to resume their friendship.
Pluggers- Pluggers read the obits before the comics, because even THEY can’t
“Gina! So it really is you! We saw the pony tail and wondered. Now let’s go get
stomach their own comic strip that early in the morning.
Bobby and we can all go down Lombard Street!”
Funky Winkerbean- True to their trappings, teens in the Funkyverse are conditioned
As for Bobby, what is he “most eligible” for off the field? Anyway, looks like Dr.
to always expect every day to be dreary with a 100% chance of precipitation.
Drew is back on the shelf for a while longer.
Ziggy-Once again, our hero is foiled in his desperate attempt to raise his friend
count from zero.
234. Mr. O'Malley
September 16th, 2011 at 5:43 am [Reply]
Maggie the Cat
@ArchieNemesis (#41): @The Ridger (#86): When I go walking around the
September 16th, 2011 at 1:11 am [Reply]
neighborhood, and I see a cat out doing its cat thing, I always make a point of
Ha HA! Lu Ann just took all of Margo’s thunder and casually rolled it aside like
talking to it. Some respond and some don’t, but I figure that when the time comes
last week’s dried up, whitened dog turd.
that the cats take over, because it turns out that all this time they have been merely a
projection of 13-dimensional super-intelligent beings, I will be a little bit ahead.
@[Old Man] Muffaroo (#127): That is a very cool story. I think I have the original
Droopy Says
on a reel-to-reel tape I copied from my college roommate.
September 16th, 2011 at 1:13 am [Reply]
@UncleJeff (#134): Irish radio broadcasting in the Gaeltacht has a daily show
Mock Trail: Come on, Andy, the way to escape is by channeling your inner wolf!
about everyone who died (in the three different dialects). We get the SF Chronicle,
“Let me out, or I’ll huff, and I’ll puff, and I’ll blow your stockade down!” Mother
and the obits are quite entertaining. However, I think that they follow the modern
McQueen will tell you “Not by the hair on my chinny-chin-chin!” The mere
business model of printing whatever you pay to have printed. The people who
mention of a hairy chin should summon the Fists of Justice!
show up in the obits are probably people who hired a professional writer to make
their lives sound more interesting.
I should work on my own: “Born to a dashing aviator and a glamorous intelligence
Maggie the Cat
agent, Mr. O’Malley began developing scheduling algorithms for his toy trains
September 16th, 2011 at 1:22 am [Reply]
before he was able to walk…”
MW- Gina is so shocked that her ponytail almost went limp with excitement!!
@Girl Reporter (#167): As the Irish say “Thuas seal, thíos seal” (“A while up, a
while down”).
@seismic-2 (#212): Hah!
Elk Meadow
September 16th, 2011 at 1:29 am [Reply]
@kkarenb (#208):
235. Mr. O'Malley
I make note of the decedents who are younger than me.
September 16th, 2011 at 6:08 am [Reply]
I make a note of those who have had exciting lives, like this one Salem woman who
Now to the comics:
was a wing walker and a white jazz sax player in New Orleans.
Dilbert is based on a real company policy. As I recall, it was from Microsoft.
In Salem, though, I think that there was a competition for best obit, which was

JP: I thought this was middle school. They’re doing calculus? Evidently the course
content is evolving at the same rate as the breasts.
Luann: It’s the new comic strip about people using toilets! More sanitary than
Marvin!
MT: Andy is daunted by a giant squirrel, so he starts digging. Tomorrow he will be
daunted by a giant mole.
MW: I can never forgive him for giving up skateboarding for professional soccer!
What a hypocritical sellout!
Pluggers: Hmm. How about the Vehicle Smog Emission law and the Toxic Waste
Dumping law?
FC: That lime-green couch is the first problem I would choose to deal with.
Followed by the amputee mother, the vacuum tube television set and the one-way
psychiatrists’ observation window.
Oh, interesting thing! Cool language blog Language Log looks at a recent Zits.

240. True Fable
September 16th, 2011 at 8:06 am [Reply]
Judge Parker’s Sophie is in high school now. She looked like she was in junior
high for so long we just got used to it. Then, just like biscuits in a can with the
wrapper tugged off, her breasts popped up and suddenly we’re reading about
calculus and cheerleading and Smugness 2.0.
241. Timberland Boots
September 19th, 2011 at 8:43 am [Reply]
by anyone but the site writers

Please read the posting and discussion policies before posting. You are not required to
supply an e-mail address to comment; however, doing so decreases the likelihood of your
236. John C Fremont
comment being flagged as spam. E-mail addresses will never be made public or seen by
September 16th, 2011 at 6:10 am [Reply]
@DairyStateDad (#209): Huh. It was C’sCB’s Mary Worth comment that had me anyone but the site writers, who may use them to communicate with commentors.
in stitches. Also COTW worthy. That Cardboard Box was on a roll yesterday!
Speaking of Mister Rogers, one of my favorite quotes is from the plumber (I think Leave a Reply
it was the plumber) who, while in the Neighborhood of Make Believe, said the
words, “I’ve got to get back to reality!” I use that quote a lot, along with “Calgon, « Name
take me away!” Unfortunately, that one’s usually followed up with “Ancient
« Email
Chinese secret, huh?” Must. Stop. Watching. Television.
@Mr. O’Malley (#236): And I, for one, welcome our new cat overlords!
« Website
237. gleeb
September 16th, 2011 at 6:58 am [Reply]
Beetle: The chaplain will not rest until the unholy scourge of golf is defeated.
Mary: So, this long, long story is an appeal for folks to pay more attention to
professional soccer?
238. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 16th, 2011 at 7:05 am [Reply]
@Cheap Christian Louboutin (#y201), @damen sweatshirts (#y202),
@jordanair2011 (#234): And I, for one, welcome our new fashionista overlords!
239. Rocky Stoneaxe
September 16th, 2011 at 7:50 am [Reply]
@Cheap Christian Louboutin (#y201), @damen sweatshirts (#y202),
@jordanair2011 (#234):
Robb Armstrong penned Friday’s Jump Start with you in mind!

Line and paragraph breaks are automatic. If you are HTML-savvy, you can use the
following tags: <a href="" title=""> <abbr title=""> <acronym title=""> <b> <blockquote
cite=""> <cite> <code> <del datetime=""> <em> <i> <q cite=""> <strike> <strong>
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Why every child needs a pet
Posted on September 8, 2010
Summed up in one sweet video courtesy of Life with Dogs…

3.

Noah on September 8, 2010 at 11:25 am said:
That was wonderful, thank you

(via Life with Dogs)

Reply ↓

Doesn’t this just make you want to go hug your pup? I want this little girl to read me
stories about happy puppies every night before I go to bed.

road-dog-tales on September 8, 2010 at 3:57 pm said:

4.

The Mayor of Denver needs to see this! Thanks for sharing!
The Road Dogs

This entry was posted in furry heroes, in which I get serious for a moment, puppies,
rescues by Pup Fan. Bookmark the permalink.

Reply ↓

13 thoughts on “Why every child needs a pet”

1.

@STLSeniorDog on September 8, 2010 at 9:17 am said:

Peggy Frezon on September 8, 2010 at 5:10 pm said:

5.

Such a lovely video!

I'm glad that dog is loved. I could watch this again and again (read that with a cute
English accent!)

Reply ↓

Reply ↓

jen on September 8, 2010 at 9:36 am said:

2.

LetMeTellYouATale on September 8, 2010 at 5:18 pm said:

6.

That is just great!
Some adults should take a lesson from this little girl:)

Adorable

Reply ↓

Reply ↓

7.

Mr. Pip on September 8, 2010 at 7:40 pm said:

11.

Very cute!!
Your pal, Pip

Nelly on September 9, 2010 at 3:24 pm said:
Lovely!
Reply ↓

Reply ↓

Wyatt on September 9, 2010 at 11:59 pm said:

12.
♥I am Holly♥ on September 8, 2010 at 11:15 pm said:

8.

That is adorable!!! Lots of love, Holly

Very Cute! Stopping to say Hi, from the blog hop!
Wyatt

Reply ↓

Reply ↓

Pibble on September 9, 2010 at 6:17 am said:

9.

Sugar the Golden Retriever on September 10, 2010 at 9:19 am said:

13.

What a sweet child and wonderful dog! Of course, I'm a little biased toward the
breed…

Woof! Woof! Yes we saw this video n LOVE it. Very Sweet. Lots of Golden
Woofs, Sugar

Reply ↓

Reply ↓

Leave a Reply
Your email address will not be published.
Pup Fan on September 9, 2010 at 11:27 am said:

10.

Road Dogs… you are so right! People with a breed bias should be required to
watch this and endure the accompanying heart-melting.
Reply ↓
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This dog can swim circles around me
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Dangerous? Only if you’re afraid of puppy kisses.
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•
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Posted on June 8, 2012
16
It’s been one of those weeks… so I hope you’ll understand that I didn’t have time to put
together your regularly scheduled Friday linkage. I’ll make it up to you. I promise.
Until then, enjoy this video. Considering summer weather is here, it seemed pretty
appropriate. I think it’s impossible to watch it and not smile!
What are you up to this weekend?

Posted in puppies, wag that tail | Tagged puppies, sporting group, wag that tail | 16 Replies

#K9Kamp: Hold on a doggone minute
Posted on June 7, 2012
16

Wow… we just finished the third K9 Kamp challenge. How did
that happen? I guess time does fly when you’re having fun.
This week’s challenge was called Just One Doggone Minute to Win It. This challenge
recognizes that sometimes life gets in the way of staying fit. However, we all have some
free minutes in there, so Kampers were encouraged to find a way to make those minutes
count! Read on to find out how we did… Continue reading →
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This dog can swim circles around me

Posted in bella | Tagged bella, bloggy business, K9 Kamp, kol's notes, peggy's pet place,
puppies, sporting group | 16 Replies

A dog in a hot car’s just not right…
Posted on June 6, 2012
17

Today, we’re going with some vintage Bella from 2007 combined with a PSA from the
pup herself. (She totally wrote this song.)

Hot dog, summer in the city
Whether a Beagle, Yorkie, or a Pitty.
Why can’t I just nap like a kitty?
It isn’t getting any cooler in the city.
All around people being brain dead
Even though that car is hotter than a match head.
But it’s not hard to be a pearl,
Be smart about the world.
Come on, come on, and see the light
A dog in a hot car’s just not right.
And babe, don’t you know it’s a pity,
Some people just aren’t all that bright
In the summer, in the city
In the country, or the city.
Stay cool, no need for that pity
Just remember this little ditty.
Sure enough, you’ll be sitting pretty
Looking out for dogs in the country and the city.
I’m already filled with dread knowing that the usual hot car stories are just around the
corner… as usual, I’m sure the news cycle will bring out my Hulk-ian tendencies. (As in,
“Hulk smash idiots who leave their dogs in hot cars.” Hulk smash a lot.)

Posted in twisted tunes, wordless wednesday | Tagged bella, grrrr, in which I get serious
for a moment, puppies, tunes, twisted tunes, wordless wednesday | 17 Replies

Dangerous? Only if you’re afraid of puppy kisses.
Posted on June 4, 2012
25

You may remember when I shared a great post
from Oh, Corbin – “You call me a Pit Bull like it’s a bad thing.” Using that post as
inspiration, Corbin has organized a special event today – Blogville Pitty Post Day! The
mission is simple – share a positive post about Pit Bulls.

The timing couldn’t be better for me, actually. This weekend, I had the pleasure of spending
a few hours with a fantastic Pit Bull in need of a home, and I’m delighted to introduce her
to you today. Continue reading →

Posted in adorable adoptables | Tagged adorable adoptables, bloggy business, breed
spotlight, FOHA, in which I get serious for a moment, puppies, rescues | 25 Replies

Give me your ears, and I’ll lend you a paw…

Posted on June 1, 2012
10
As usual, it’s time for some Friday linkage. This week, the theme is helping out. Confused?
Stick with me…
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Your punny pet name: Corg Clooney. (You know, if George Clooney were a
Corgi.)
Check out this post from Oh, Corbin announcing Blogville Pitty Post Day on
Monday, June 4. We intend to participate – I hope you’ll join in!
Did you know that Be the Change for Animals (one of my personal blogging
inspirations) had a birthday earlier this week? Head on over and wish the team a
happy birthday! (There’s even a bit of personal news in there - I’ll be helping out as
a staff writer. I can’t wait to get started!)
Because I’m addicted to blogging, I’ve also agreed to help out with the blog for
City Dogs Rescue in DC. Here’s my first post!
Is it scattered that I’m helping with two different rescues? I think it’s kind of fun. I
also help with the Friends of Homeless Animals (FOHA) Twitter account (which

6.

you should totally follow), and participate in FOHA adoption events. Guess I took
about the second challenge, which was named (drum roll, please)… Play with Your Balls.
my own advice!
I’m actually attending a cool FOHA adoption event this weekend. It’s called Sit, (In case you’re not as amused as I am – which would make me question our friendship –
Sip & Stay, and it’s at Bluemont Vineyard in Bluemont, VA. Attendees can taste
wine while helping FOHA’s medical fund. Pretty neat, huh?
perhaps the fact that I received an email beginning with “How’d you all do playing with

7.

I totally think that all rescues should steal this calling card idea. Thanks to Pamela

your balls?” yesterday will do the trick. Best email ever.)

from Something Wagging This Way Comes for sharing this one with

Anyway, as you know, Bella and I have been battling against various health issues during
this year’s K9 Kamp. (We’re still on the DL, but we’re on the mend.) This week, we also
had an additional challenge – the fact that Bella will not play with balls. I guess she doesn’t
get the joke.

me. (Warning: ear worm within. No, not that kind of ear worm. I think that link

should earn me some geek cred.)
8. Speaking of helping animals, here are thirty-five that could use your help.
Read on to find out how we did… Continue reading →
9. The chance to help name an otter? On a website called You Otter Know?
Obviously, I’m in. I’m pulling for Sam Otterston.
10. I guess we all find our own ways to help. This little girl has taken it upon herself to
help her dog learn a very important life skill.
It’s not a one-way street, however. Dogs help us too. Like this dog helping his baby friend
Posted in bella, bloggy business, K9 Kamp, kol's notes, peggy's pet place, puppies,
learn to crawl.
sporting group | 29 Replies
I kind of want a series featuring the adventures of this dog and baby as they grow up
together. Rated TV-CAA (Cute, Awesome & Adorable).

Posted in wag that tail | Tagged bloggy business, BtC4A, city dogs rescue, FOHA, movies,
punny, puppies, something wagging, vino, wag that tail | 10 Replies

#K9Kamp: Having a ball… with rope
Posted on May 31, 2012
29

It’s time for another K9 Kamp update. Today, we’re talking

Caption this: Stairway to Bella
Posted on May 30, 2012
26

And she’s making a stairway to Bella.
When you get there you know, that the stairs will be closed.
With a treat you can get to the next floor.
Ooh, you must pay to use the stairway to Bella.
I seriously can’t help myself. The husband sent me this photo and it was just begging for a
Led Zeppelin parody, don’t you think?
Now, it’s your turn. How would you caption this Bella?

Posted in bella, old school, puppies, tunes, twisted tunes, wordless wednesday | 26 Replies

I live in an Angry Birds game
Posted on May 28, 2012
32

We moved into this house in the winter of 2009. This marks the third spring we’ve spent
here. The past two years were fairly uneventful. However, here in 2012, things have taken
a puzzling turn. Before I get too far into it, I should warn you that this post is a long one. I
promise I’ll try to make it worth your while…
For some reason, the neighborhood birds have decided that my house is a problem that
needs to be pecked out of existence. It’s like living in a live-action version of Angry Birds.
The siege began in April, when this little bird decided that the shiny plate on our front door

was looking at him (or her) funny.
Continue reading →

Posted in puppies | 32 Replies

Adorable adoptables in northern Virginia: Back in
black edition
Posted on May 27, 2012
4
Oreo from FOHA
We’ve talked about black pets on the blog before as part of Adopt a Less Adoptable Pet
Week. My motto is “appreciate, don’t discriminate” – it’s crazy that black pets have a
tougher time getting adopted, considering how awesome they are. I mean, how could
anyone find the sweet faces accompanying this post anything less than fantastic?

Timber from FOHA

This week, I have a special edition of my Adorable Adoptables feature for you. In the
month of May, Friends of Homeless Animals (FOHA) in northern Virginia has been
running a “Back in Black” promotion to showcase black cats and dogs looking for a home.
The promotion is part of the Best Friends Animal Society’s Back in Black 2 national
adoption event.
Gulliver from FOHA

So, check out some campaign info from FOHA. Then swing by the FOHA Twitter account
and Facebook page, where they’ve been sharing black pets all month! There’s even a
special Black Cat Ball section on the FOHA website. It’s a pretty great campaign, and there

are lots of cute pets up for adoption, including the ones featured in this post – Timber,
Oreo, and Gulliver. Finally, don’t forget to spread the word about these sometimes
overlooked (and amazingly awesome) adoptables!
Posted in twisted tunes, wag that tail | Tagged bloggy business, K9 Kamp, kol's notes,
meow mix, non-puppy content, peggy's pet place, punny, puppies, rescued insanity, tv,
twisted tunes, wag that tail, wild side | 14 Replies

Post navigation

Posted in adorable adoptables | Tagged adorable adoptables, FOHA, in which I get serious
for a moment, meow mix, puppies, rescues | 4 Replies
← Older posts

Cat’s all, folks…

Worth a sniff!
Posted on May 25, 2012
14
Before we get into today’s links, I have some fun news to share. I recently learned that this
blog was nominated for eCollegeFinder’s Top Pet Blogs Award. The winners were
announced this week, and we made the list of the Top 107 Pet Blogs! (I don’t know why Want Puppies in your inbox?
it’s 107, but I kind of dig it.) Pretty cool, huh? Even cooler, some of our blogging friends
Enter your email address:
made the list too. Check out the winners here.

Now, to the linkage. Last week, I featured some otters. This week, I’m feline like featuring
some cats. (I blame this list of strange cat facts I encountered a few days ago.) Let’s get to
it…

Delivered by FeedBurner

Fresh pawprints
Your punny pet name for this week: Terrence Meoward.
Cheetah cub overload! You’re welcome.
•
This dog can swim circles around me
I have a feeling that Kristine from Rescued Insanity will like this next one. A cat
#K9Kamp: Hold on a doggone minute
•
trained to hug… could the video be any cuter? (On a related note, Kristine is
A dog in a hot car’s just not right…
•
working on an awesome project to show the world just how awesome cats can be.
Dangerous? Only if you’re afraid of puppy kisses.
•
Swing by to find out more and submit your own story!)
Give me your ears, and I’ll lend you a paw…
•
4. The cats in this video give a new meaning to the term copycat.
5. By no means am I endorsing this brand (I’m no expert on cat food) – that being
Yappy hour
said, I have to admit that this ad made me laugh. For Pete’s sake, it has Chris
Parnell in it. I’m not immune to the charms of Dr. Spaceman.
•
lauren on #K9Kamp: Hold on a doggone minute
Finally, I give you this week’s video. I need to hire this guy to do the music for my punny
Kristine on This dog can swim circles around me
•
production company. (I’ve got tons of characters, after all.) Wonder if he could do the same •
Pup Fan on A dog in a hot car’s just not right…
thing with plush dogs?
Pup Fan on A dog in a hot car’s just not right…
•
Pup Fan on #K9Kamp: Hold on a doggone minute
•
1.
2.
3.

I know… it’s a weird video, but it just felt right. I’m a weird gal.

Buried in the yard

What are you up to this weekend? Don’t forget to check out Peggy’s Pet Place and Kol’s Pick of the litter
Notes for this week’s K9 Kamp challenge. Also, you have until Tuesday to enter
the two Happy Tails Spa giveaways I announced last week, so why not do it this weekend? Fetch
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Lou Pride, Æthenor, Yumiko Kobayashi, Os Meninos de Barão, The Souji Seta
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Godog

Comment

Godog
No biography for Godog yet.
show me more
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BofaOct
6 hours ago
RT @difasavitri: koeeeee"@devirakhmawati: sopo ki sing meh di godhog ? RT
@difasavitri: go****** toh :p"@BofaOct: @rika_phe devirakhmawati @difasavitri
fransiscaerlina
Wieners To Stuff In Our …

6 hours ago
This lounge serves 'mie go****** jogja'. I don't even know that it does exist.
ImelLolly
7 hours ago
aja,mi gri siji tok RT @ekaketawa: ora cuma rep nyolong mi go****** mu koh RT
@ImelLolly ea ja nggeleweih RT @ekaketawa: @ImelLolly agi gala...
ekaketawa
7 hours ago
ora cuma rep nyolong mi go****** mu koh RT @ImelLolly ea ja nggeleweih RT
@ekaketawa: @ImelLolly agi galak kmu ya mba :D
elcococonut

@halloobenny :gedang go****** onok, telo turki onk pisan
fauziarinanda
8 hours ago
Kui GALON :p RT @mbh_woeL: galau ke pora Galau Rizky wi ye??RT @fitrylovable:
Semacam telo go****** mbah galau itu, haha :p RT @mbh_woeL:...
mbh_woeL

KingdomPalu1
9 hours ago
mutilasi berencana RT @ociococ: Di bius,lalu di potong mnjd bbrapa bagian dan alungin
ke sumur RT @KingdomPalu1: di go******
ociococ
9 hours ago

8 hours ago
Di bius,lalu di potong mnjd bbrapa bagian dan alungin ke sumur RT @KingdomPalu1: di
galau ke pora Galau Rizky wi ye??RT @fitrylovable: Semacam telo go****** mbah galau go****** RT ociococ: Di (cont) http://t.co/m48ChopO
itu, haha :p RT @mbh_woeL:... http://t.co/j51rldCn
reviresty
8 hours ago
Aduh aduh beli dmn? RT @monicargk: jolali gwo kacang go****** RT @reviresty Ngko
nntn ah gelar kloso RT @monicargk: gtau pi. filmnya hanung
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monicargk
8 hours ago
jolali gwo kacang go****** RT @reviresty Ngko nntn ah gelar kloso RT @monicargk:
gtau pi. filmnya hanung RT @reviresty ... http://t.co/VEvZO57S
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8 hours ago
kacang asam ******is ada mas RT @mAriepSetiawan: @NuriWakhid kacang goreng
kacang go****** kacang panjang...kacang kacang !
falina3096

•

8 hours ago
RT@riffqy_ lhaa podo wae :P ohh..wes ganti ta,tak kra telo d go******,yoz d
giling..wkwkwkRT @falina3096: riffqy_ gethuk*an iku lhu ketela
mAriepSetiawan

•

9 hours ago
@NuriWakhid kacang goreng kacang go****** kacang panjang...kacang kacang !
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